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A SEPARATION THEOREM FOR SIMPLE THEORIES

M. MALLIARIS AND S. SHELAH

Abstract. This paper builds model-theoretic tools to detect changes in com-
plexity among the simple theories. We develop a generalization of dividing,
called shearing, which depends on a so-called context c. This leads to defin-
ing c-superstability, a syntactical notion, which includes supersimplicity as a
special case. The main result is a separation theorem showing that for any
countable context c and any two theories T1, T2 such that T1 is c-superstable
and T2 is c-unsuperstable, and for arbitrarily large μ, it is possible to build
models of any theory interpreting both T1 and T2 whose restriction to τ(T1)
is μ-saturated and whose restriction to τ(T2) is not ℵ1-saturated. (This sug-
gests “c-superstable” is really a dividing line.) The proof uses generalized
Ehrenfeucht-Mostowski models, and along the way, we clarify the use of these
techniques to realize certain types while omitting others. In some sense, shear-
ing allows us to study the interaction of complexity coming from the usual
notion of dividing in simple theories and the more combinatorial complexity
detected by the general definition. This work is inspired by our recent progress
on Keisler’s order, but does not use ultrafilters, rather aiming to build up the
internal model theory of these classes.
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1. Introduction and motivation

This paper aims to develop internal model-theoretic tools to detect significant
changes in complexity among the simple theories.

Motivating examples of simple theories [17] include the random graph and ran-
dom k-uniform hypergraphs for arbitrary finite k. It was subsequently shown that
pseudofinite fields, certain higher-order analogues of the triangle-free random graph,
and the theory ACFA are also simple, see [5], [1]. The 90s saw a great deal of work
on simple theories, as recorded in the 2002 survey [3]. Still, basic questions about
simple theories, such as 1.1 below, remain open. The tools we have to detect struc-
tural changes in stable theories, such as dividing, still work well in simple theories
but the extent to which they explain the whole picture is less clear.

In the course of our recent work on Keisler’s order, a large-scale classification
program in model theory which compares theories roughly according to the like-
lihood of saturation in their regular ultrapowers, we made a surprising discovery.
Although the union of the first two classes in Keisler’s order is precisely the stable
theories [18], it turns out that this order has infinitely many classes, already within
the simple unstable theories with no nontrivial dividing, those ‘near’ the random
graph [10]. A key role was played by what were essentially disjoint unions of the
higher analogues of the triangle-free random graph, studied by Hrushovski [5].

The thesis that differences seen by ultrafilters should be significant (as ultrafil-
ters are, in some sense, very forgiving) suggests that if a stratification of levels of
randomness is appearing in this presumably simple part of the map, one should
look for an internal explanation.

It is useful to remember what Keisler’s order tells us about the stable theories.
When the second author proved that the union of the first two classes in Keisler’s
order is precisely the stable theories, his proof used a characterization of the satu-
rated models of stable theories: a model of a stable theory is λ+-saturated iff it is
κ(T )-saturated and every maximal indiscernible set has size at least λ+ [18, III.3].
This required developing forking (dividing) and uniqueness of nonforking extensions
in stable theories.

The analogous characterization of saturated models of simple theories seems to
be a real challenge to our understanding:

Question 1.1. Give a characterization of the saturated models of simple theories
analogous to the theorem that a model of a stable theory is λ+-saturated iff it is
κ(T )-saturated and every maximal indiscernible set has size at least λ+.

See e.g. [9] 10.3. Although Question 1.1 remains for the time being open, in
what follows, we will be guided by and will further develop this core idea of the
relation between understanding dividing and understanding saturation.

It is also useful to recall some particulars of the higher analogues of triangle-free
graphs from [5]. Let Tn,k denote the (n+1)-free (k+1)-hypergraph, i.e. the model
completion of the theory of a uniform (k+1)-ary hypergraph in which there are no
(n+1) vertices of which every (k+1) form a hyperedge. The triangle-free random
graph is not simple, however Hrushovski showed that for n > k ≥ 2, Tn,k is simple
with only trivial dividing, see 5.11 and 5.12 below. So where does the complexity
of the Tn,ks come from? ‘Amalgamation’ is a natural answer, and was key to [5]
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and to the property in [10, 1.5]. Moreover, these amalgamation problems appeared
orthogonal to forking.

However, the methods of the present paper open up a different answer.
We introduce a natural extension of dividing, which we call shearing, and which

includes dividing as a special case. This definition is developed by looking at
dividing in a certain canonical context, that of Ehrenfeucht-Mostowski models, and
studying realization of types there. In the first part of the paper, extending an
idea from [11], we develop the relation of weak definability of types in generalized
Ehrenfeucht-Mostowski models to realizing those types in larger templates. There
are many parallels to stable phenomena, and various definitions which specialize to
the familiar ones in the stable case, but they have their own flavor.

In the second part of the paper, we isolate the main mechanism of this corre-
spondence as the definition of shearing, which a priori makes no reference to GEM
models or to realizing types. Dividing involves inconsistency of a formula instanti-
ated along an indiscernible sequence; shearing involves inconsistency of a formula
instantiated along a generalized indiscernible sequence. The definition of shear-
ing involves choosing an element I from a class K of index models, extending the
class of linear orders and satisfying certain basic requirements. A countable context
c = (I,K) is essentially a choice of some nontrivial countable I in some allowed K.
We introduce a notion of a theory being c-superstable, essentially the analogue of
superstability (or supersimplicity) for the corresponding shearing.

Theorem 7.1 below, the “separation theorem,” then explains the connection
between shearing and saturation: it says essentially that given two theories T1, T2

and a countable context c such that T1 is c-superstable and T2 is c-unsuperstable, it
is possible to build a model (of any theory interpreting both T1 and T2, without loss
of generality in disjoint signatures) whose reduct to τ (T1) is arbitrarily saturated
while the reduct to τ (T2) is not even ℵ1-saturated. In some sense, we may add
weak definitions for all relevant types from T1 while types from T2 remain in this
sense undefinable. (Alternately, either half of the theorem can be taken as a recipe
for building very saturated or very unsaturated models of a given theory according
to its c-superstability for a given context.)

Some consequences for �∗ are given in §8. In §9, we prove, in some sense, that
the focus of shearing is within simplicity. §10 outlines natural extensions and some
open problems. A companion paper [12] in progress gives a full analysis of the case
of the random graph, characterizing the contexts for which it is c-superstable, and
proving that the theories Tn,k are strictly more complex in the sense of shearing.
For more on unstable theories and measures of their complexity, see e.g. [20], [8],[9].

2. Basic notation and definitions

Convention 2.1. All theories are complete and first order unless otherwise stated.

Convention 2.2. Given a universal class of models K, we will write “J ∈ K is
ℵ0-saturated” to mean “J is countably homogeneous and countably universal for
elements of K,” which makes sense even if K is not elementary.

We work in the setup of generalized Ehrenfeucht-Mostowski (GEM) models.
These methods begin with the EM models of Ehrenfeucht and Mostowski 1965 [2]
and were further developed in e.g. Shelah 1978, chapters VII-VIII [18] and Shelah
[19]. A self-contained introduction may be found in our recent paper [11, §3], which
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takes up the development of these techniques and adds the “G” for “generalized” to
stress that we may vary the index model I, see below. Here we review some basic
definitions motivated there, and clarify our assumptions for the present paper.

For Ehrenfeucht and Mostowski and e.g. Rabin [15], index models were linear
orders; we will use expansions of linear orders, which need not come from an ele-
mentary class. (An example from [11] is the class Kμ of linear orders expanded by
μ unary predicates which partition the domain; note the “partition” requirement
implies the class is not elementary.) The following general definition will suffice for
this paper.1

Definition 2.3 (Index model class). Call K an index model class, abbreviated
imc, when for some signature τ = τK ⊇ {<},

(1) K is a class of τ -models, closed under isomorphism, but not necessarily an
elementary class.

(2) For each I ∈ K, <I linearly orders I.
(3) K is universal,2 so I ∈ K iff every finitely generated submodel of I is in K.
(4) We could allow partial functions, so for every function symbol F ∈ τ , there

is a predicate PF which is always interpreted as its domain.
(5) For every I ∈ K there is an ℵ0-saturated J ∈ K with I ⊆ J .
(6) K is Ramsey, see 2.9 below.

Definition 2.4 (GEM models and proper templates, [19, Definition 1.8]). We
say N = GEM(I,Φ) = GEM(I,Φ, a) is a generalized Ehrenfeucht-Mostowski model
with skeleton a when for some vocabulary τ = τΦ we have the following.

(1) I is a model, called the index model.
(2) N is a τΦ-structure and a = {āt : t ∈ I} generates N .
(3) 〈āt : t ∈ I〉 is quantifier free indiscernible in N .
(4) Φ is a template, taking (for each n < ω) the quantifier free type of t̄ =

〈t0, . . . , tn−1〉 in I to the quantifier free type of āt̄ in N . (So Φ determines
τΦ uniquely, and also a theory TΦ, the maximal τΦ-theory which holds in
every such N .)

(Note that GEM(I,Φ) is not uniquely determined as we have to choose the elements
of e.g. N \Range(a), but as usually no confusion arises we may omit the additional
information. So really, “N = GEM(I,Φ)” is a relation.)

When it is useful to specify the skeleton a generating a given GEM model we may
display it. Templates are simply possible instructions, which may not be ‘coherent’
or give rise to a model; properness says they do.

Definition 2.5. The template Φ is called proper for I if there is M such that
M = GEM(I,Φ). We say Φ is proper for a class K if Φ is proper for all I ∈ K.

Definition 2.6. Given a class K, write ΥK for the class of templates proper for K,
and write Υ when K is clear from context.

1Item 2.3(5) is more than is needed but simplifies our proofs here; asking that D(K), the set
of quantifier-free types, has amalgamation would suffice.

2This implies K is an EC(∅,Γ)-class, that is, the set of models of a first order theory which
omit some (possibly empty) set of types. Inversely, if T is universal in L(T ), Γ a set of q.f. types
then EC(T,Γ) is a universal class. As mentioned, K need not be an elementary class.
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Convention 2.7. All templates we consider are assumed to satisfy:

(a) nontriviality, i.e. we may add in the GEM definition the condition that
lg(āt) ≥ 1 and 〈āt : t ∈ I〉 is without repetition,

(b) TΦ is well defined and has Skolem functions, where well defined means:
(1) TΦ is complete.
(2) For every I ∈ K, 〈āt : t ∈ I〉 is indiscernible, not just quantifier-free

indiscernible, in GEM(I,Φ) (this really follows).
(3) GEM(I,Φ) is unique in the sense that it depends, up to isomorphism,

on Φ and the isomorphism type of I. More fully: if N = GEM(I,Φ)
then for some a, N = GEM(I,Φ, a) and if N ′ = GEM(I,Φ, a′) then
there is a unique isomorphism from N onto N ′ mapping a to a′, i.e.
ās to ā′s for s ∈ I.

(4) For every J ⊇ I from K we have GEM(I,Φ) 	 GEM(J,Φ).
More fully, considering the parenthesis in 2.4 we should say: for every
J ⊇ I and N2 = GEM(J,Φ) there is N1 = GEM(I,Φ) such that
N1 ⊆ N2 hence N1 	 N2. Moreover if N2 = GEM(J,Φ, a) then
N1 = GEM(I,Φ, a � I). (As in (3), if N ′ = GEM(I,Φ, a′) then there
is a unique isomorphism from N ′ onto N1 mapping a′ onto a � I).

Definition 2.8. Given a class of templates Υ, let ≤Υ be the natural partial order
on Υ, that is, Φ ≤Υ Ψ means that τ (Φ) ⊆ τ (Ψ) and GEM(I,Φ) ⊆ GEM(I,Ψ) and
GEMτ(Φ)(I,Φ) 	 GEMτ(Φ)(I,Ψ). We may use ≤ when Υ is clear from context.

Definition 2.9. We say the class K is Ramsey when: given any

(a) J ∈ K which is ℵ0-saturated,
(b) model M , and
(c) sequence b = 〈b̄t : t ∈ J〉 of finite sequences from M with the length of b̄t

determined by tpqf(t, ∅, J),
there exists a template Ψ which is proper for K such that:

(i) τ (M) ⊆ τ (Ψ)
(ii) Ψ reflects b in the following sense:

for any s0, . . . , sn−1 from J ,
any ϕ = ϕ(x0, . . . , xm−1) ∈ L(τ (M)),
and any τ (M)-terms σ�(ȳ0, . . . , ȳn−1) for � = 0, . . . ,m− 1,

if M |= ϕ[σ0(b̄t0 , . . . , b̄tn−1
), . . . , σm−1(b̄t0 , . . . , b̄tn−1

)]

for every t0, . . . , tn−1 realizing tpqf(s0
� · · ·� sn−1, ∅, J) in

J ,
then GEM(J,Ψ) |= ϕ[σ0(ās0 , . . . , āsn−1

), . . . , σm−1(ās0 , . . . , āsn−1
)]

where 〈ās : s ∈ J〉 denotes the skeleton of GEM(J,Ψ).

We will generally use this definition in the form of Corollary 2.10.

Corollary 2.10. If K is Ramsey, whenever we are given:

(a) J ∈ K is ℵ0-saturated
(b) Φ a template proper for K
(c) M = GEM(J,Φ) with skeleton a
(d) N+, an elementary extension or expansion of M , or both

then there is a template Ψ proper for K with τ (Ψ) ⊇ τ (N+) and Ψ ≥ Φ. Moreover,
Ψ reflects a in the sense described in 2.9(ii), with a here replacing b there.
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Remark 2.11. The term “Ramsey property” for an index model class is also justified
by Scow’s result that (in our language) this corresponds naturally to the set of finite
substructures of elements of the class being a Ramsey class in the sense of Nešetřil
[13], Hubička-Nešetřil [6], Nešetřil- Rödl [14] and of Kechris-Pestov-Todorčević [7].
See Scow [16, Theorem 4.31].

The last definition of this section will be crucial for the rest of the paper. Recall
the definition of “index model class,” 2.3, which had various mild restrictions on
which classes of index models we may consider. For many of our arguments we will
fix not only some index model class K but some particular I ∈ K, and the following
conditions ensure in various ways that our I is not trivial.

Definition 2.12 (Context). A context c is a tuple (I,K) = (Ic,Kc) such that K
is an index model class and I ∈ K, and in addition:

(1) If τ (K) includes function symbols, then in addition we require that I =
cl(I).

(2) Ic is nontrivial, meaning that I �= cl(t̄, I) for every finite t̄ ⊆ I.
(3) I is reasonable, meaning that whenever I ⊆ J where J ∈ K is ℵ0-saturated,

if t̄ ∈ ω>I, s ∈ J and

(for all r ∈ J) (tpqf(r, t̄, J) = tpqf(s, t̄, J) implies r = s)

then s ∈ clI(t̄).
(4) I is non-1-trivial, meaning that whenever I ⊆ J where J ∈ K is ℵ0-

saturated, t̄ ∈ ω>I, s ∈ J and s /∈ cl(t̄) then

{r ∈ J : tpqf(r, t̄, J) = tpqf(s, t̄, J)} is infinite.

Notation 2.13. Given a context c, which fixes K = Kc and Υ = ΥK, and given a
theory T ,

(a) Let Υ[T ] be the class of Φ ∈ Υ such that τΦ ⊇ τ (T ) and TΦ ⊇ T and TΦ

has Skolem functions for T .
(b) Let Υ[λ, T ] be the class of Φ ∈ Υ[T ] such that τ (Φ) has size ≤ λ.

Notation 2.14. Given any linearly ordered set I, let incn(I) denote the set of strictly
increasing n-element sequences from I, and let inc(I) =

⋃
n incn(I).

3. K-indiscernible sequences

This section discusses K-indiscernible sequences, for a given index model class
K, Definition 2.3 above. These were introduced in [18] and have an interesting
and varied history in the model theoretic literature, both in works of the second
author and many others. Notably, the idea that generalized indiscernibles could
give insight into model-theoretic dividing lines has been developed in a different
direction by Scow [16] and Guingona-Hill-Scow [4].

Readers familiar with some such definition are nonetheless encouraged to read
the remark after Definition 3.2.

To start, for the purposes of discussion, the familiar definition of an indiscernible
sequence may be written as follows.

Definition 3.1. Suppose we are given an ordered set (I,<), a model N of T ,
A ⊆ N , and a map f : I → ω>N . For each t ∈ I = Dom(f), write b̄t for f(t),
so the image of f is the sequence b = 〈b̄t : t ∈ I〉. We say b is an indiscernible
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sequence over A when it satisfies: for all k < ω, all t0, . . . , tk−1 and t′0, . . . , t
′
k−1

from I, if

(1) tpqf(t0
�t1� · · ·� tk−1, ∅, I) = tpqf(t

′
0
�
t′1

� · · ·� t′k−1, ∅, I),

then in N , or equivalently in the monster model C = CT ,

(2) tpτ(T )(b̄t0
� b̄t1

� · · · � b̄tk−1
, A,C) = tpτ(T )(b̄t′0

� b̄t′1
� · · · �b̄t′k−1

, A,C).

In the following key definition, we choose an I which may be an expansion of a
linear order, the domain of f changes from I to ω>I, and 3.1(1) is updated in the
natural way (note the inset line beginning “� < k” in 3.2 is trivially satisfied when
the t’s are singletons).

Definition 3.2 (K-indiscernible sequence). Suppose we are given a context c,
thus I = Ic and K = Kc. Suppose we are given a model N of T , A ⊆ N , and a
map f : ω>I → ω>N . For each t̄ ∈ Dom(f), write b̄t̄ for f(t̄), so the image of f
is the sequence b = 〈b̄t̄ : t̄ ∈ ω>I〉. We say b is a K-indiscernible sequence over A
when it satisfies: for all k < ω, all t̄0, . . . , t̄k−1 and all t̄′0, . . . , t̄

′
k−1 from ω>I, if

� < k =⇒ lg(t̄�) = lg(t̄′�) and

tpqf(t̄0
�t̄1 � · · · � t̄k−1, ∅, I) = tpqf(t̄

′
0

� t̄′1
� · · · � t̄′k−1, ∅, I),

then in N , or equivalently in the monster model C = CT ,

tpτ(T )(b̄t̄0
� b̄t̄1

� · · · � b̄t̄k−1
, A,C) = tpτ(T )(b̄t̄′0

� b̄t̄′1
� · · · �b̄t̄′k−1

, A,C).

Definition 3.2 improves the range of 3.1 substantially. A very useful and less
obvious way it does so may be observed as follows. If K is a class of linear orders
and I ∈ K, and if we are given a function f and a sequence b satisfying Definition
3.1, we may extend the domain of f naturally to ω>I by setting

(3) b̄t̄ = b̄t0
� · · · �b̄t�−1

when t̄ = 〈t0, . . . , t�−1〉

to generate a sequence b satisfying 3.2. However, Definition 3.2 doesn’t ask that
something like (3) be true. A priori, in 3.2,

(4) b̄t�s may not be equal to b̄t
�b̄s.

Consider the following family of examples (3.5), which will require a few definitions.

Notation 3.3. Given a context c, D(I) is the set of quantifier-free types3 of strictly
increasing finite sequences of elements of I.

Let us name the set of tuples in I sharing a quantifier-free type (incn: 2.14).

Definition 3.4. For I ∈ K and r ∈ D(I), and implicitly n = n(r), let

QI
r = QI

r,n = {t̄ : t̄ ∈ incn(I), tpqf(t̄, ∅, I) = r}

be the set of realizations of r in I.

Definition 3.5 (r-Indiscernible sequence). Suppose we are given a context c,
thus K = Kc and I = Ic . Suppose we are given a theory T , a model N |= T ,

3It would be more consistent with standard notation, if a little less readable, to write Dqf (I).
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A ⊆ N , a type r ∈ D(I), and a map f : QI
r → ω>N . For each t̄ ∈ QI

r write b̄t̄ for
f(t). We say

b = 〈b̄t̄ : t̄ ∈ QI
r 〉

is a r-indiscernible sequence over A when:

(a) for all t̄ ∈ QI
r , lg(b̄t̄) is finite and constant.

(b) for all finite k, if t̄0, . . . , t̄k−1, t̄
′
0, . . . , t̄

′
k−1 ∈ QI

r and

tpqf(t̄0
� t̄1

� · · · �t̄k−1, ∅, I) = tpqf(t̄
′
0

� t̄′1
� · · · � t̄′k−1, ∅, I),

then in N , or equivalently in the monster model C = CT ,

tpτ(T )(b̄t̄0
� b̄t̄1

� · · · � b̄t̄k−1
, A,C) = tpτ(T )(b̄t̄′0

� b̄t̄′1
� · · · �b̄t̄′k−1

, A,C).

Observation 3.6. Definition 3.5 can naturally be considered as a special case of
Definition 3.2.

Proof. Extend f in 3.5 to ω>I by setting f(u) = ∅ for all u ∈ ω>I \QI
r . �

As another example, K-indiscernible sequences arise naturally in GEM models.

Example 3.7. For any context c = (I,K) and any M = GEM(I,Φ, a), the tem-
plate Φ determines an f showing that the skeleton a is a K-indiscernible sequence.

Remark 3.8. In the example of a skeleton, of course, equation (3) above does hold;
see also Convention 4.1.

So far we have been careful to write t̄ for finite tuples from I of length possibly
> 1, as distinguished from singletons t ∈ I, in order to clearly make the point
in equation (4), p. 1177 above. However, for the remainder of the paper, it will
greatly simplify readability to also allow s, t to range over elements of inc(I).

Convention 3.9 (Dropping some overlines). Beginning in §4 and to the end of the
paper, unless otherwise stated, we allow s, t to range over elements of ω>I, not just
I. For example, referring to sequences as in 3.5, we may write

b = 〈b̄t : t ∈ QI
r 〉

when n = n(r) is not necessarily 1. (This convention doesn’t mean we won’t
continue to use overlines; it just means that the lack of an overline doesn’t mean
the length is 1.)

Classically in model theory, a main use of indiscernible sequences is in the defini-
tion of dividing, and so we may expect that the more robust notion of indiscernible
sequence would give us a more finely calibrated notion of dividing. This will be
developed in §5, after a section which may justify some particulars of that definition.

4. Weak definability and saturation

Developing an idea from [11, §9],4 this section shows that GEM-models reveal a
useful weakening of the phenomenon of definability of types from stable theories.
Moreover, we will see that existence of these weak definitions may be characterized
in terms of realization and omission of types in extensions of the given GEM model,
and so is tightly connected to the problem of building saturated models in this setup.

4The reader does not need to have seen that paper to follow the present section.
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Convention 4.1. When M = GEM(I,Φ) with skeleton a = 〈āt : t ∈ I〉, then
whenever t̄ = 〈t0, . . . , tk−1〉 ∈ inc(I),

āt̄ abbreviates āt0
� āt1

� · · · �ātk−1
.

Discussion 4.2. To motivate the first main definition of the section, Definition
4.9, suppose we are given a context c = (I,K), a complete theory T , and M =
GEM(I,Φ) |= T with skeleton a = 〈āt : t ∈ I〉. Suppose p ∈ Sτ(T )(M) is a type or
a partial type, so we may enumerate it as

(5) 〈ϕα(x, b̄α) : α < κ〉
for some κ depending on p. Since we are in a GEM model, we may write a more
informative version of (5),

(6) 〈ϕα(x, σ̄α(āt̄α)) : α < κ〉,
where each σ̄α abbreviates some finite sequence of τ (Φ)-terms 〈σ�(ȳ0, . . . , ȳn−1) :
� < m(α)〉, and t̄α = 〈t0, . . . , tn−1〉 ∈ incn(I), so āt̄α is a sequence from the skele-
ton; thus, σ̄α(āt̄α) abbreviates 〈σ�(āt̄α) : � < m(α)〉. [In order to evaluate this
expression, it should of course be the case that for each i < n, lg(āti) = lg(ȳi).]
The choice of σ̄α, āt̄α need not be unique; any choice with the property that
〈σ�(āt̄α) : � < m(α)〉 evaluates correctly in M to b̄α, will do.

Definition 4.3. Given a context c = (I,K), M = GEM(I,Φ) = GEM(I,Φ, a)
and a type p ∈ S(M), call any enumeration of p satisfying (6) of Discussion 4.2 a
detailed enumeration.

Discussion 4.4. Continuing 4.2, each item in the sequence (6) has three natural
ingredients: the formula ϕα, the sequence of τ (Φ)-terms σ̄α, and rα = tpqf(t̄α, ∅, I).
The move from t̄α to its quantifier-free type rα potentially loses information. Our
question is whether this is serious, i.e. whether there is a partial function

(7) F : ( τ (T )-formulas )× ( finite sequences of τ (Φ)-terms )×D(I) −→ {0, 1}
such that given any J with I ⊆ J ∈ K, the set of formulas

(8) {ϕ(x, σ̄(āt̄))i : (ϕ, σ̄, r) ∈ Dom(F ), t̄ ∈ inc(J), tpqf(t̄, ∅, J) = r, F (ϕ, σ̄, r) = i}
when evaluated in N = GEM(J,Φ) is consistent and extends p.

We will formally define such functions F in 4.9 below after a few additional
remarks and adjustments.

First, why do we consider all larger J ’s? The deeper answer will be that, just as
the usual definability of types is most useful in controlling extensions of the given
type to larger models, here we will use F in applications of 2.10, which will require
J to be sufficiently saturated. The simpler, initial answer is that for many natural
I, restricting to I = J gives F trivially, as the next example explains.

Definition 4.5. Let c = (I,K) be a context. We say I is separated when s �= t ∈ I
implies tpqf(s, ∅, I) �= tpqf(t, ∅, I).

An example of 4.5 which played a key role in [11, §5]: for a given infinite μ, Kμ

is the class of linear orders expanded by μ unary predicates which partition the
domain, which is known to be an index model class. A separated I ∈ Kμ is one in
which each element of I has its own color.
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Remark 4.6. When I is separated, each t̄ ∈ inc(I) is the unique realization of its
quantifier-free type r = tpqf(t̄, ∅, I), so for the case I = J , a function F following
(7) exists trivially, and the more interesting question concerns J ⊇ I.

One more example will explain the appearance of the finite t̄∗ in Definition 4.9.

Example 4.7. Let K be the class of infinite linear orders, and I = (Q, <). Let T be
the theory of an equivalence relation with infinitely many infinite classes. Choose
M = GEM(I,Φ, a) to be a countable model with a = 〈at : t ∈ I〉 a sequence of
elements from distinct equivalence classes. By our assumption 2.7, there are Skolem
functions for T , say, 〈fi : i < ω〉 in τ (Φ) interpreted so that 〈fM

i (at) : i < ω〉
enumerates the equivalence class of at. Let b be any element of M and let p be the
partial type {E(x, b)}. Then we may choose a detailed enumeration of p, say,

p = 〈 E(x, fi(at∗)) 〉
for some i = ip < ω and some t∗ = tp ∈ I. But since any two t, t′ in I have the
same quantifier-free type, no function F satisfying (7)-(8) above exists. This is
easily solved by allowing F to depend on some finite sequence from I, here t∗.

Definition 4.8. For t̄∗ ∈ inc(I), let D(I, t̄∗) denote the set of quantifier-free types
over t̄∗ of strictly increasing finite sequences of elements of I, i.e.

D(I, t̄∗) = {tpqf(t̄, t̄∗, I) : t̄ ∈ inc(I)}.

We arrive at the main definition of the section.

Definition 4.9 (Weakly definable type). Suppose we are given a context c = (I,K),
a complete theory T , M = GEM(I,Φ) = GEM(I,Φ, a) |= T and a partial type or
type p ∈ Sτ(T )(M), of L(τT ). Say p is weakly definable when there exist

(a) a detailed enumeration 〈ϕα(x, σ̄α(āt̄α)) : α < κ〉 of p, where κ = |p|,
(b) a finite sequence t̄∗ ∈ inc(I),
(c) a partial function F depending on t̄∗, such that

F : {t̄∗}×( τ (T )-formulas )×( finite sequences of τ (Φ)-terms )×D(I, t̄∗) −→ {0, 1}
and for some ℵ0-saturated J with I ⊆ J ∈ K, the set of formulas

q = {ϕ(x, σ̄(āt̄))F (t̄∗,ϕ,σ̄,r) : (t̄∗, ϕ, σ̄, r) ∈ Dom(F ), t̄ ∈ inc(J), tpqf(t̄, t̄∗, J) = r}
when evaluated in N = GEM(J,Φ), is consistent and extends p.

Notation 4.10. In the context of 4.9, we may also write “p is weakly definable over
t̄∗” or “p has a weak definition over t̄∗” to emphasize the choice of the finite t̄∗.

Observation 4.11. If p is a partial type of GEM(I,Φ) and is weakly definable, then p
remains weakly definable in GEM(I,Ψ) for any Ψ with Φ ≤ Ψ ∈ Υ[T ], as witnessed
by the same t̄∗ and F .

Observation 4.12. In the context of 4.9, note that it follows from the definition of
GEM-model that if p has a weak definition over some t̄∗ ∈ inc(I), and if s̄∗ is any
other sequence from J with tpqf(s̄

∗, ∅, J) = tpqf(t̄∗, ∅, J), then the set of formulas

{ϕ(x, σ̄(āt̄))F (s̄∗,ϕ,σ̄,r) : (s̄∗, ϕ, σ̄, r) ∈ Dom(F ), t̄ ∈ inc(J), tpqf(t̄, s̄
∗, J) = r}

when evaluated in N = GEM(J,Φ), is consistent. Moreover, this consistent set of
formulas extends a natural analogue of p, namely, the type obtained by replacing
every occurrence of t̄∗ in the given detailed enumeration of p by s̄∗.
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Remark 4.13. In Definition 4.9 the particular choice of J will not matter, only that
it is ℵ0-saturated and extends I. We could have stated the definition for some,
equivalently every, ℵ0-saturated J ⊇ I from K.

Discussion 4.14. In Definition 4.9, existence of a weak definition depends on
I,K,Φ, not only on the type. We might also say it is the extension q of p which
has the weak definition. When such a weak definition exists, then for each J the
extension q ⊇ p we obtain is unique. (We aren’t asserting this is independent of
the choice of the detailed enumeration, and we have also left open the possibility
of varying the domain of F to include e.g. formulas not used in p – but once F is
given, for each larger J there is no ambiguity.) It may not be a complete type over
N , since in J there may be many t̄’s which do not realize any type in D(I) and so
are never used, for example, if I is separated and J is ℵ0-saturated, J will contain
many finite sequences in which distinct elements have the same quantifier-free 1-
types, and these have no analogue in I. However, if I is ℵ0-saturated, then q will
be a complete type.

Claim 4.15 (Definable implies weakly definable, for formulas). Suppose c = (I,K)
is a context, T a complete theory, M = GEM(I,Φ) = GEM(I,Φ, a) |= T .

(a) Suppose Δ = {ϕ,¬ϕ} for some stable formula ϕ of T . Any type p ∈ SΔ(M)
has a weak definition over some finite t̄∗ ∈ inc(I).

(b) In the previous item, Δ may be of any finite size as long as it contains only
formulas which are stable in T .

Proof. Since definitions operate formula-by-formula and the concatenation of finitely
many finite t̄∗’s is still finite, it will suffice to prove case (a). So let us assume
Δ = {ϕ(x, ȳ),¬ϕ(x, ȳ)} where ϕ is a stable formula, and �(x) need not be 1.

As ϕ is stable and M is a model, there is a formula θ = θ(ȳ, z̄) and a sequence
of elements c̄ ∈ lg(z̄)M such that for all b̄ ∈ lg(ȳ)M ,

ϕ(x, b̄) ∈ p if and only if M |= θ(b̄, c̄).

Fix some sequence σ̄∗ of τ (Φ)-terms and some t̄∗ ∈ inc(I) so that evaluated in M ,

c̄ = σ̄∗(āt̄∗).

Fix any detailed enumeration of p:

〈ϕ(x, σ̄α(āt̄α))
iα : α < κ〉.

Consider the function F given by

(t̄∗, ϕ, σ̄α, tpqf(t̄α, t̄∗, I)) �→ iα.

Fix any ℵ0-saturated J ⊇ I from K and we would like to show the applica-
tion of F defines a consistent q ⊇ p. Recall from 2.7(3) that GEMτ(T )(I,Φ) 	
GEMτ(T )(J,Φ). So if ϕ(x, σ̄α(āt̄α))

iα ∈ p, then for any other t̄′ ∈ inc(J) such that

tpqf(t̄
′, t̄∗, J) = tpqf(t̄α, t̄∗, I),

we have that in N = GEMτ(T )(J,Φ), again recalling 2.7(2),

tpτ(T )(āt̄′ , āt̄∗ , N) = tpτ(T )(āt̄α , āt̄∗ , N).

In particular,

ψ(āt̄′ , āt̄∗) := θ(σ̄α(āt̄′), σ̄∗(āt̄∗)) = θ(σ̄α(āt̄′), c̄)
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will hold in N if and only if

ψ(āt̄α , āt̄∗) := θ(σ̄α(āt̄α), σ̄∗(āt̄∗)) = θ(σ̄α(āt̄α), c̄)

holds in N , so if and only if iα = 1. So F agrees with the definition given by θ(ȳ, c̄),
thus its output will be consistent. �

Discussion 4.16. In the precursor to this paper [11, §9] we summarized the main
results proved there by suggesting a definition corresponding to (in the present
notation) weak definitions over the empty set. The proof of [11, Claim 5.10] estab-
lished that for T = Trg the theory of the random graph, K = Kμ the class of linear
orders expanded by μ unary predicates which partition the domain, and a context
c = (I,K) where I is separated, we have that in any M = GEM(I,Φ) |= T , any
partial Δ-type over M for Δ = {R(x, y),¬R(x, y)} has a weak definition over the
empty set.

Conclusion 4.17. Weak definability of ϕ-types is strictly weaker than definability
of ϕ-types, since a ϕ-type over a model is definable if and only if ϕ is stable.

Discussion 4.18. The extension of stability in 4.17 requires looking locally. Notice
we have not called a type weakly definable when each of its formulas is. Rather,
we require a single finite sequence t̄∗ which works for the entire type. (What if
each formula is weakly definable but the type is not? Then there is no problem in
realizing each ϕ-type in some larger Ψ, but we won’t be able to realize the entire
type at the same time.) This is justified by Claim 4.22 below, and indeed, the
careful reader may guess that non-superstability, suitably extended, will have an
important role to play in what follows.

We now connect weak definability to the construction of saturated models. For
the remainder of the section, let the following be arbitrary but fixed.

Hypothesis 4.19. For the rest of the section,

(1) c a context, so I = Ic and K = Kc are given.
(2) T a complete first-order theory.
(3) Φ ∈ Υ = ΥK[T ], recalling Notation 2.13.
(4) M = GEMτ(T )(I,Φ).
(5) “there exists Ψ ≥ Φ” always means Ψ ∈ Υ[T ].

Claim 4.20. Let p = p(x̄) be a partial type in M . Suppose p has a weak definition
over some finite t̄∗ ⊆ I. Then there exists Ψ ∈ Υ, Ψ ≥ Φ such that p is realized in
GEMτ(T )(I,Ψ).

Remark 4.21. In the special case when t̄∗ is empty, this was noted in [11, 9.6].

Proof of 4.20. Let J ∈ K be an ℵ0-saturated extension of I. Let N = GEM(J,Φ).
By hypothesis, there is a finite t̄∗ ∈ inc(I) and a function F = Ft̄∗ giving a weak
definition of p over t̄∗. Applying F in the larger setting of J , let q be the type
q = qt̄∗(x̄) from Definition 4.9. Let

S = {s̄ ⊆ J : tpqf(s̄, ∅, J) = tpqf(t̄∗, ∅, I)}.

Recalling Observation 4.12, for each s̄ ∈ S, let Fs̄ denote the result of replacing t̄∗
by s̄ in the definition of F , and let qs̄(x̄) denote the corresponding set of formulas.
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As N is a GEM-model, for each s̄ ∈ S, qs̄(x̄) is also a partial type. Let N1 be a
large elementary extension of N in which each of the partial types in the set

{qs̄(x̄) : s̄ ∈ S}

is realized, noting that t̄∗ ∈ S and therefore q = qt̄∗ belongs to this set. Let c̄s̄
denote a realization of qs̄ in N1. Let a = 〈āt : t ∈ J〉 denote the skeleton of the
GEM-model N = GEM(J,Φ). Let k = lg(x̄). Let G0, . . . , Gk−1 be new lg(āt̄∗)-
place function symbols. As N 	 N1, we may expand N1 by interpreting the Gi’s
so that

〈GN1

i (ās̄) : i < k〉 = c̄s̄

for each s̄ ∈ S. Finally, we may further expand N1 by adding Skolem functions.
Let N+

1 denote this expanded model. Apply the Ramsey property, Corollary 2.10,
with a, J , N+

1 , Φ to obtain Ψ ∈ Υ[T ], Ψ ≥ Φ.
Why is this enough? By the reflection property mentioned in 2.10, the template

Ψ will record from N+
1 the information that for each s̄ ∈ S, and each (s̄, ϕ, σ̄, r) ∈

DomFs̄ [where recall that r ∈ D(I, s̄)],

N+
1 |= ϕ( GN1

0 (ās̄), . . . , G
N1

k−1(ās̄) , s̄(āt̄) )
Fs̄(s̄,ϕ,σ̄,r) for every t̄ ∈ inc(J) realizing r.

That is, Ψ records the truth or falsity of this formula as a property of tpqf(t̄
�s̄, ∅, J).

This will ensure that in GEM(J,Ψ), for every s̄ ∈ S, Ḡ(ās̄) will realize every formula
of qs̄. This holds a fortiori in GEM(I,Ψ), which completes the proof. �

Claim 4.22. Let p be a partial type of M = GEMτ(T )(I,Φ). Suppose there is some
Ψ ≥ Φ such that p is realized in GEM(I,Ψ). Then p has a weak definition over
some finite t̄∗ ∈ inc(I) in GEM(I,Ψ).

Proof. Suppose c̄ realizes p in GEM(I,Ψ). Let t̄∗ be a finite subset of I such
that c̄ ∈ GEM(t̄∗,Ψ), noting that if c̄ is named by constants or is otherwise in the
algebraic closure of the empty set, we may choose t̄∗ to be empty. Let J ⊇ I be
ℵ0-saturated, and assume the skeleton a of GEM(J,Ψ) extends that of GEM(I,Ψ).

For any5 tuple (t̄∗, ψ, σ̄, r), let F be given by F (t̄∗, ψ, σ̄, r) = 1 when for some,
equivalently every, finite s̄ ⊆ I with tpqf(s̄, t̄∗, I) = r, we have that GEM(I,Ψ) |=
ψ[c̄, σ̄(ās̄)]; and F (t̄∗, ψ, σ̄, r) = 0 otherwise. Since Ψ is a template, and since c̄
realizes p, this function is well defined and has the required properties. �

Discussion 4.23. If p is a partial type of M = GEMτ(T )(I,Φ), and has a weak
definition in some GEM(I,Ψ) for Ψ ≥ Φ, must there be a weak definition already in
GEM(I,Φ)? After all, I has not changed. This question has to do with the choice
of detailed enumeration. If we fix a detailed enumeration of p in GEM(I,Φ), then
whether or not this specific detailed enumeration gives rise to a weak definition
is determined by Φ; a later, larger Ψ ≥ Φ won’t be able to change the situation.
However, our Definition 4.9 starts by choosing in the given model, some detailed
enumeration, and certainly with richer templates, the available detailed enumera-
tions may increase. This is why a priori, a weak definition may become available
later in some GEM(I,Ψ).

5Assuming the given lengths of the variables, types, sequences are compatible.
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Corollary 4.24. Let p be a partial type of M = GEMτ(T )(I,Φ).
Then we have (a) if and only if (b):

(a) there exists some Ψ1 ≥ Φ such that p has a weak definition in GEM(I,Ψ1)
(and therefore has a weak definition in GEM(I,Ψ) for all Ψ ≥ Ψ1);

(b) there exists some Ψ2 ≥ Φ such that p is realized in GEM(I,Ψ2)
(and therefore realized in GEM(I,Ψ) for all Ψ ≥ Ψ2).

Proof. If p has a weak definition in GEM(I,Ψ1) then Claim 4.20 gives Ψ2 ≥ Ψ1

such that p is realized in GEM(I,Ψ2). If p is realized in GEM(I,Ψ2) then letting
Ψ1 = Ψ2, Claim 4.22 shows that p has a weak definition [that is, over some finite
t̄∗] in GEM(I,Ψ1). For the parentheticals, being realized is clearly preserved under
increasing the template by definition of the order on templates, and Observation
4.11 records that being weakly definable is too. �

Corollary 4.25. Let p be a partial type of M = GEMτ(T )(I,Φ).
Then we have (a) if and only if (b):

(a) for no Ψ1 ≥ Φ does p have a weak definition in GEM(I,Ψ1).
(b) for no Ψ2 ≥ Φ is p is realized in GEM(I,Ψ2).

What is the core mechanism underlying the appearance of weak definability?
Suppose we look locally: this suggests:

Question 4.26. Let p be a ϕ-type or partial ϕ-type in M = GEMτ(T )(I,Φ). Does

there exist a finite sequence t̄∗ ∈ inc(I), a formula ψ(x, b̄) ∈ p (so ψ = ϕ or ¬ϕ), a
finite sequence σ̄ of τ (Φ)-terms, and t̄ ∈ inc(I) such that

(9) ψ(x, b̄) = ψ(x, σ̄GEM(I,Φ)(āt̄))

and such that for some ℵ0-saturated J , with I ⊆ J ∈ K, in N = GEM(J,Φ), the
set of formulas

(10) {ψ(x̄, σN (ās̄)) : tpqf(s̄, t̄∗, J) = tpqf(t̄, t̄∗, I)}

extends p and is consistent?

Note that as Φ ≤ Ψ, and GEM(I,Φ) 	 GEM(J,Ψ) by 2.7, σ(āt̄) evaluates
identically in both the larger and smaller model. Recall that the notation J [t̄∗]
means J expanded by constants for elements of t̄∗.

Discussion 4.27. Equations (9) and (10) tell us that in a possibly larger model
there is a sequence

〈σN (ās̄) : s̄ ∈ Q
J[t̄∗]
r 〉

which is K-indiscernible over GEM(t̄∗,Ψ) and which includes b̄ = σN (āt̄), and the
question essentially asks whether ψ instantiated along this sequence is inconsistent.

The clarity brought by the larger J is important, recalling e.g. 4.5. Still, the
instructions as to whether or not to realize p in GEM(I,Φ) must come from the
template Φ. If inconsistency appears in GEM(J,Φ), this template cannot produce
a realization even for I.

Discussion 4.28. In the next sections, we will see that this definition has a special
explanatory power considered alone, a priori free of connection to GEM-models.
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5. Shearing

In this section we develop a definition that will be central to the rest of the paper.
Informally, it is the right extension of dividing (in the usual sense of model theory)
to the case where we allow K-indiscernible sequences, for K any index model class,
not necessarily only linear orders.

Notation 5.1. When I0 ⊆ J ∈ K is a set, writing J [I0] means J expanded by
constants for the elements of I0, and likewise for J [s̄] when s̄ ⊆ J is a sequence.

Definition 5.2 (Shearing). Suppose we are given a context c, a theory T , M |= T ,
A ⊆ M , and a formula ϕ(x̄, c̄) of the language of T with c̄ ∈ ω>M .

We say that

the formula ϕ(x̄, c̄) shears over A in M for (I0, I1, c)

when there exist a model N , a sequence b in N , enumerations s̄0 of I0 and t̄ of I1,
and an ℵ0-saturated J ⊇ I such that:

(1) I0 ⊆ I1 are finite subsets of I
(2) M 	 N
(3) b = 〈b̄s̄ : s̄ ∈ ω>(J [I0])〉 is K-indiscernible in N over A
(4) c̄ = b̄t̄, and
(5) the set of formulas

{ϕ(x̄, b̄t̄′) : t̄′ ∈ lg(t̄)(J), tpqf(t̄
′, s̄0, J) = tpqf(t̄, s̄0, I)}

is contradictory.

Convention 5.3. Some conventions for Definition 5.2:

(1) If c is clear, we may write “. . . for (I0, I1)” instead of “. . . for (I0, I1, c).”
(2) We may write “the formula ϕ(x̄, c̄) shears over A in M” to mean that there

is some (I0, I1) for which this holds.

Observation 5.4. Changing J in Definition 5.2 does not matter as long as I1 ⊆ J ∈
K and J is ℵ0-saturated.

Discussion 5.5. Definition 5.2 is parallel to the usual notion of dividing in that
M is not assumed to be a GEM-model. Even if it is, b need have no connection
to the skeleton. Only the parameter c̄ of ϕ(x̄, c̄) and the set A are required to be
in M (though by the first of these b has nonempty intersection with M). A priori,
the sequence b belongs to N .

Claim 5.6. Suppose ϕ(x̄, c̄) shears over A in M for (I0, I1, c). Suppose I
′
1 ⊇ I ′0 ⊆ I0

and I1 ⊆ I ′1. Then ϕ(x̄, c̄) shears over A in M for (I ′0, I
′
1, c).

Discussion 5.7. Suppose ϕ(x̄, c̄) shears over A in M for (I0, I1, c), as witnessed
by s̄0, t̄, N , and b. The same data work to show that ϕ(x̄, c̄) shears in elementary
extensions of N , and also if we take the reduct of N to a language which still
contains τ (ϕ). However, shearing does not necessarily persist under expansions
(consider what happens if we name c̄ by a constant.)

Claim 5.8 (Dividing implies shearing). Let T be any complete theory and suppose
ϕ(x̄, ā) divides over some set A in the monster model of T . Then ϕ(x̄, ā) c-shears
over A for any context c.
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Remark 5.9. The proof will show more, namely that we can choose any finite I0 ⊆ I
and any I1 ⊇ I0 such that I1 = I0 ∪{t} where t /∈ cl(I0), and ϕ will (I0, I1, c)-shear
over A. (In fact there is nothing in the proof that prevents t from having length
longer than 1.)

Proof of 5.8. The idea of the proof is simple: use the Ramsey property to upgrade
a dividing sequence to a sequence witnessing shearing. However, we check all the
details.

By our assumption, there are 1 < k < ω and a formula

(11) ϕ(x̄, ā)

which k-divides over A in the monster model of T . Let c = (I,K) = (Ic,Kc) be
given, recalling that this means satisfying 2.3 and 2.12. Fix any finite I0 ⊆ I and
choose t ∈ Ic \ I0 with t not in the definable closure of I0 in Ic. Fix an enumeration
s̄0 of I0. Let J be ℵ0-saturated, and without loss of generality, I0 ⊆ J . Let

S = {s ∈ J : tpqf(t, s̄0, J) = tpqf(s, s̄0, I)}

which is infinite by our assumption 2.12, and inherits a linear ordering from J . Let
I1 = I0 ∪ {t}. We will show that ϕ shears for (I0, I1, c). Let

b = 〈b̄s : s ∈ S〉, i.e. 〈b̄s : s ∈ (S, <)〉

[where the intention is: indexed by S considered as a linearly ordered set] be an
indiscernible sequence over A in the monster model of T witnessing the k-dividing of
ϕ. To belabor the point, b is only indiscernible in the usual sense, as by compactness
we can choose such a sequence indexed by any infinite linear order. In particular,
ā from (11) belongs to b, and

{ ϕ(x̄, b̄s) : s ∈ S }

is 1-consistent but k-contradictory.
We now appeal to a GEM-model. Choose some template Ψ proper for K so that

M � τ (T ) |= T , where M = GEM(J,Φ) (this is always possible, see e.g. 6.8). Let
a = 〈ās : s ∈ J〉 be the skeleton of M . Let M0 be an elementary extension of M
which contains b and A. Let M+

0 be the expansion of M0 in which every element
of A is named by a constant. Let m0 = |I0 ∪ {t}| and m1 = lg(ās) where ās is
any member of the skeleton, and let � = lg(b̄s) for any b̄s ∈ b. Let m = m0 ·m1.
[Even though we are looking to build an S-indexed sequence, recall we are working
over I0, so we need to carry out the next part of the construction uniformly over all
copies of I0 for the Ramsey property to work as desired.] Let M++

0 be the following
further expansion of M+

0 : add to the language a new sequence of �-many m-ary
function symbols. Interpret these functions in M++

0 so that for each s̄′0 ∈ ω>J with
tpqf(s̄

′
0, ∅, J) = tpqf(s̄0, ∅, I), and for each s ∈ S,

F
M++

0

i (ās̄′0 �〈s〉) : i < �〉 = b̄s.

Apply the Ramsey property to M, a,M++
0 ,Φ and let Ψ ≥ Φ be the template

returned.
Let N = GEM(J,Ψ). Note that in N � τ (T ) there will be an automorphic image

A′ of A, which is named by constants in the GEM-model N . For each s ∈ S, let

b̄′s = 〈FN
i (ās̄0 �〈s〉) : i < �〉.
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To match the notation of Definition 5.2: for some, equivalently every, s ∈ S, let
r = tpqf(s, ∅, J [s̄0]) = tpqf(t, ∅, J [s̄0]). Recall that {s ∈ Q

J[s̄0]
r } denotes {s ∈

J, tpqf(s, ∅, J [s̄0]) = r}. Then by the Ramsey property,

b′ = 〈b̄′s : s ∈ Q
J[s̄0]
r 〉

is an r-indiscernible sequence, and [because A′ is named by constants in N ] it is
r-indiscernible over A′, the copy of A in N . Moreover, by the Ramsey property and
the choice of our original sequence b,

{ϕ(x, b̄′s) : s ∈ Q
J[s̄0]
r }

will be 1-consistent but k-inconsistent. Finally, observe that we may without loss
of generality assume ā from (11) belongs to the sequence b′, as follows. By the
Ramsey property, the type of A, ā in the monster model for T will be the same as
that of A′, b̄′t. So we may move A′ to A by an automorphism G, and then move
G(b̄′t) to ā by an automorphism F which fixes A pointwise. Then the sequence
F (G(b′)) will witness the (I0, I1, c)-shearing of ϕ as desired. �

For later quotation, we single out the special case of linear orders.

Corollary 5.10. Let M be any model, A ⊆ M and let ϕ(x̄, ā) be any formula of
M . Suppose ϕ(x̄, ā) divides over A in the usual sense. Let K be the class of linear
orders, I any infinite member of K, and c = (I,K). Then for any finite I0 ⊆ I and
any t ∈ I \ I0, writing I1 = I0 ∪ {t}, we have that ϕ(x̄, ā) (I0, I1, c)-shears.

Discussion and examples. We outline here some additional results (originally
part of the present paper, but moved to a separate manuscript for reasons of space)
to give the reader some idea of the landscape.

The definition of “c-unsuperstable” is given in the next section, and for now can
be understood as a strong version of “shearing occurs”.

Recall that T3,2 is the theory of the generic tetrahedron-free three-hypergraph.
(We have kept the notation consistent with our earlier papers. In his work Ulrich
has suggested a reasonable notational change, adding one to the subscripts.)

Fact 5.11. For each n ≥ 2, let Tn,1 be the theory of the generic Kn+1-free graph.
Then Tn,1 is not simple.

Fact 5.12 (Hrushovski c. 2002, see [5]). For n > k ≥ 2, Tn,k is simple unstable
with only trivial dividing (i.e. only dividing coming from equality).

The following is worked out in [12]:

Example 5.13 ([12]). There is a countable context c such that the random graph
is c-superstable, and T3,2 is c-unsuperstable; in T3,2, this shearing arises from a
formula which is a Boolean combination of positive instances of the edge relation.

The following general class of examples are constructed in [12]:

Example 5.14 ([12]). Given any n > k ≥ 2, there is a countable context c such
that Trg is c-superstable and Tn,k is not c-superstable.

Conclusion 5.15. Shearing is strictly weaker than dividing.

Discussion 5.16. Since shearing is not the same as dividing in simple theories, it
necessarily fails some of the usual properties of independence relations.
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6. Unsuperstability

Hypothesis 6.1.

(1) c is a context, so I and K are fixed.
(2) In this section I is countable. We may say: c is a countable context.
(3) J is ℵ0-saturated, I ⊆ J ∈ K.
(4) T will vary, but will always be a complete first order theory.
(5) Υc denotes the templates proper for K. We will assume the templates Φ

in question satisfy TΦ ⊇ T and have Skolem functions for T , i.e. belong to
Υc[T ].

(6) Note: when we write tpqf(s̄, . . . , J) = tpqf(t̄, . . . , J) or something of the
sort, it’s understood that lg(s̄) = lg(t̄).

In this section we define “T is (un)superstable for the countable context c” and
prove Theorem 6.14.6 To do so we step back from our assumption that I must
be the index set for the skeleton of a given GEM model, to simply using I (or a
saturated J extending it) as the index set for some K-indiscernible sequence which
will witness e.g. inconsistency or dividing. Notice that in the next definition, I is
not a priori an input to a GEM model, and the Bn are just sets in the monster
model, a priori not related to the In’s beyond what is written there.

Definition 6.2. Let c be a countable context. We say T is unsuperstable for c
when there are:

(a) an increasing sequence of nonempty finite sets 〈In : n < ω〉 with Im ⊆ In ⊆
I for m < n < ω and

⋃
n In = I, which are given along with a choice of

enumeration s̄n for each In where s̄n � s̄n+1 for each n
(b) an increasing sequence of nonempty, possibly infinite, sets Bn ⊆ Bn+1 ⊆ CT

in the monster model for T , with B :=
⋃

n Bn

(c) and a partial type p over B, such that

p � Bn+1 (In, In+1)-shears over Bn.

Remark 6.3. To extend this definition to I each of whose strict subsets is finitely
generated, add that cl(In) � cl(In+1) and make the parallel changes to the proofs
so that the In’s list finite sequences of generators rather than their closures.

Definition 6.4. When T is not unsuperstable for c, we say T is superstable for c,
or just c-superstable.

Remark 6.5. Definition 6.2 uses countability of I in an essential way, as it is the
union of an increasing chain of finite sets.

For later reference, we state the local version separately. Comparing to 6.2,
note “T is superstable for the countable context c” is just the case where (T,Δ) is
c-superstable and Δ is the set of all formulas of the language.

Definition 6.6. Let c be a countable context and Δ a set of formulas of T . We
say

(T,Δ) is unsuperstable for c

when 6.2 holds in the case that we replace “S(B)” in 6.2(c) by “SΔ(B),” i.e., the
type p in 6.2(c) may be taken to be a Δ-type.

6We might have said “unsupersimple.”
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Claim 6.7. Suppose (T,Δ) is not supersimple in the usual sense and c = (I,K) is
any countable context. Then (T,Δ) is unsuperstable for c.

Proof. Immediate from 5.8; the countability of the context is used only in the
definition of c-superstable. �

For the complementary claim, see 6.18 below.

Observation 6.8. For any theory T and context c, for any Φ ∈ Υc, there is Ψ with
Φ ≤ Ψ ∈ Υc[T ].

Proof. Let J ⊇ I be ℵ0-saturated. Let M = GEM(J,Φ) with skeleton a. If Φ is not
already in Υc[T ], then without loss of generality, we may suppose the signature of
T and of TΦ are disjoint. Let N be an elementary extension of M which may also
be expanded to a model of T with Skolem functions for T (of course this expansion
need not have anything to do with the structure on N). Let N+ be this expansion.
Let Ψ be the template returned by applying the Ramsey property to N+, a, Φ.
Then Ψ ≥ Φ and Ψ will be in Υc[T ]. �

First we consider the case where T is superstable for a given context, i.e., not
unsuperstable. The larger role of I mentioned above plays little role in this proof,
since superstability ensures good behavior for all relevant In’s and Bn’s, including
those which have natural meaning in a GEM model.

Claim 6.9. Assume T is superstable for the countable context c. Suppose Φ ∈ Υc[T ]
and M = GEMτ(T )(I,Φ). Let p ∈ S(M) be any type. Then there is Ψ ≥ Φ such
that p is realized in GEM(I,Ψ).

Proof. Let 〈in : n < ω〉 list I. Let In = {ik : k < n}. Let Bn name the model
GEMτ(T )(In,Φ). Note that

⋃
n In = I,

⋃
n Bn = M , and p ∈ S(M). We ask: is

there m < ω such that for no n > m does p � Bn (Im, In)-shears over Mm?
If there is no such m, we contradict superstability. More precisely, choose n(i)

increasing with i such that i = j+1 implies p � Bn(i) (In(j), In(i))-shears over Bn(j).
Now the sequences 〈In(i) : i < ω〉, 〈Bn(i) : i < ω〉, and the type p ∈ Sτ(T )(B) =
Sτ(T )(

⋃
i Bn(i)) witness that T is c-unsuperstable.

So there must be one such, call itm∗. Now we proceed similarly to the case where
we have a weak definition. Let J ⊇ I be ℵ0-saturated. Since M is a GEM-model,
we may choose a detailed enumeration (recalling 4.3)

p(x̄) = {ϕα(x̄, σ̄α(āt̄α)) : α < α∗},

where each āt̄ is from the skeleton and each σ̄α is sequence of τ (Φ)-terms. Let s̄m∗

be the enumeration of Im∗ . Consider the larger set of formulas

(12) q(x̄) = {ϕα(x̄, σ̄α(āt̄)) : α < α∗, t̄ ∈ ω>J, tpqf(t̄, s̄m∗J) = tpqf(t̄α, s̄m∗ , I)}.

Suppose q(x̄) were not a partial type. There would be α1, . . . , αk such that

{ϕα(x̄, σ̄α(āt̄)) : α ∈ {α1, . . . , αk}, t̄ ∈ ω>J, tpqf(t̄, s̄m∗J) = tpqf(t̄α, s̄m∗ , I)}
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is inconsistent. Assuming the model M is infinite (if not it would already be
saturated), without loss of generality7 there is some single α such that

{ϕα(x̄, σ̄α(āt̄)) : t̄ ∈ ω>J, tpqf(t̄, s̄m∗J) = tpqf(t̄α, s̄m∗ , I)}
is contradictory. Now the sequence

〈σ̄α(āt̄)) : t̄ ∈ ω>J [s̄m∗ ]〉
is K-indiscernible (the intended interpretation is that when āt̄ has the wrong length
to input to σ̄α, the expression evaluates to ∅) over ās̄m∗ . In other words, it is K-
indiscernible over Bm∗ . Let n be such that t̄α ⊆ In. Then we’ve shown that the
formula ϕα(x̄, σ̄α(āt̄α)) here (Im∗ , In)-shears over Bm∗ . This contradicts the choice
of m∗ from the beginning of the proof. We conclude that q(x̄) is indeed a partial
type, and of course q(x̄) ⊇ p(x̄).

Now, for any other s̄ ∈ ω>J such that tpqf(s̄, ∅, J) = tpqf(s̄m∗ , ∅, I), let
qs̄(x̄)

denote the result of replacing s̄m∗ by s̄ in (12) above. This takes place in GEM(J,Φ),
and q(x̄) = qs̄m∗ (x̄) is a partial type, so each qs̄(x̄) must also be a partial type.

Thus, in some larger elementary extension N� of GEM(J,Φ), we may realize all
of these types qs̄(x̄). Let d̄s̄ denote the realization in N� of qs̄(x̄). Expand N� to
N+

� by new functions F�, � < lg(x̄), interpreted so that for each s̄ ⊆ J realizing
tpqf(s̄m∗ , ∅, J), we have

〈F�(ās̄) : �〉 = d̄s̄.

Finally, let N++
� be the expansion of N+

� to a model with Skolem functions. Ap-
plying the Ramsey property with GEM(J,Φ), a, and N++

� , let Ψ be the template
returned. Then Ψ will be nice, proper for K, and in GEM(I,Ψ) the type p will be
realized, as will be many of its copies. �

Corollary 6.10. Assume (T,Δ) is superstable for the countable context c. Suppose
Φ ∈ Υc[T ] and M = GEMτ(T )(I,Φ). Let p ∈ SΔ(M) be any type. Then there is
Φ ≥ Ψ such that p is realized in GEM(I,Ψ).

Proof. The same proof works at a slight notational cost; simply replace S by SΔ,
and add Δ to Sτ(T )(B). �

Claim 6.11. Let Δ be any set of formulas of T , in our main case all formulas.
Assume (T,Δ) is superstable for the countable context c. Let μ and λ be such that
μ > |T |, λ = λ<μ. Then for a dense set of Ψ ∈ Υc[λ, T ] the model GEMτ(T )(I,Ψ)
is μ-saturated for Δ-types.

Proof. Choose Φ0 ∈ Υc[λ, T ], recalling this denotes the templates Ψ proper for Kc

with |τ (Ψ)| ≤ λ and TΨ ⊇ T . We need to show that for any such Φ0 there is
Ψ ≥ Φ0 as required.

By induction on α ≤ λ we will construct an increasing continuous chain of
templates Φα ∈ Υc[λ, T ] so that Φλ will have the desired property. It suffices to
describe the successor stage. Let Mα = GEMτ(T )(I,Φα). Since τ (Φα) has ≤ λ

7More precisely, there is some β: let ϕβ be the conjunction of the formulas ϕα. Then ϕβ belongs
to the type so is consistent, but if we allow the relevant t̄ to vary in J , we get inconsistency by
definition of β. This is the only point in the proof where we use that p is a type, that is, that p
is a Δ-type where Δ is a set of formulas closed under conjunction. However, notice that if p is a
ϕ-type, we can always choose ϕβ to be (an instance of ϕ) ∧ (an instance of ¬ϕ).
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symbols, this will be a model of size ≤ λ. Counting types, there will be λ = λ<μ

choices of a parameter set A of size < μ, and over each such A, up to 2<μ ≤ λ
types, for a total of ≤ λ types. Applying Claim 6.11 (either applying that Claim
λ times in succession, or better, simply modifying that proof by adding λ-many
different functions F and realizing the types all at once), we find Φα+1 ≥ Φα with
|τ (Φ)α+1| ≤ |τ (Φα)|+λ so that in GEMτ(T )(I,Φα+1) the types we had just counted
are all realized.

By the end of the induction, Mλ = GEMτ(T )(I,Φλ) will be μ-saturated. �
A comment on the operation of Claim 6.11. At first it may seem strange that

saturated models are built up around a single unchanging I, but what one should
notice is the change and expansion in the template as Φ0 becomes Φλ. In some
sense the induction of 6.11 is simply adding a growing list of precise construction
instructions to the ‘scaffolding’ of the model (the saturation will be for τ (T ) once
the ‘scaffolding is taken off’). The inclusion of both μ and λ in the statement of
the claim points out how we may increase saturation even further as we allow an
increased distance between the size of τ (Φ) and the “constant” size of T . If we
hope to build a μ-saturated model for some large μ, the statement of Claim 6.11
tells us what kind of λ we will need.

Next we consider c-unsuperstability. In this direction, the potential difference
between the I- or J-indexed sequence witnessing shearing and the I- or J-indexed
skeleton of the GEM models in the picture will be noted.

Discussion 6.12. Our theorems will continue to be true locally as will be obvious
from the proofs (the type ultimately omitted is a progressive automorphic image of
the type realizing un-superstability), but we emphasize the global versions as there
is marginally less notation, and state the local versions after for later reference.

As a warm-up for Theorem 6.14, we explain how to copy a single instance of
shearing into a GEM-model. (Claim 6.13 is illustrated in Figure 1.)

Claim 6.13 (Folding an instance of shearing into a GEM-model). Fix a background
theory T and suppose we are given a countable context c = (I,K), along with:

(1) (An instance of shearing) Let I0 = ∅ and I1 ⊆ I be finite. Let J ⊇ I, J ∈ K
be ℵ0-saturated. Let s̄1 enumerate I1. Let r1 = tpqf(s̄1, ∅, I). Suppose the
formula ϕ(x, c̄1) shears for (∅, I1), witnessed by theK-indiscernible sequence
b = 〈b̄s̄ : s̄ ∈ QJ

r1
〉, with b̄s̄1 = c̄1. Let m = lg(c̄1).

(2) (A GEM-model) Let M = GEM(J,Φ) where Φ ∈ Υ[T ]. Let 〈āj : j ∈ J〉 be
the skeleton of M , and let k = lg(ās̄1).

Then there exists Ψ ≥ Φ and a sequence of k-place function symbols 〈F̄� : � < m〉 of
τ (Ψ) \ τ (Φ) such that in the model GEM(J,Ψ) which has skeleton 〈āj : j ∈ J〉, we
have that the formula ϕ(x, F̄ (ās̄1)) itself (∅, I0)-shears, witnessed by the sequence
〈F̄ (ās̄) : s̄ ∈ QJ

r1
〉. Moreover the type of this sequence is the same as the type of b.

Proof. Consider M � τ (T ) and b inside the monster model, having a priori nothing
to do with each other. (We are initially in CT , though when we expand before
applying the Ramsey property, it is really CTΦ

. So the reader should understand
that CT denotes “CTΦ

� τ (T ).”) Choose an elementary extension N of M which
includes 〈b̄s̄ : s̄ ∈ QJ

r1
〉. Let 〈F� : � < m〉 be new k-place function symbols, where

new means not in τ (Φ). Expand N to N+ by interpreting the functions F so that

F̄ (ās̄) = b̄s̄ for each s̄ ∈ QJ
r1
.
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Figure 1. Folding an instance of shearing into a GEM-model (6.13)

Recall our notation: if F̄ = 〈Fi : i < k〉 then F̄ (ā) is the sequence 〈Fi(ā) : i < k〉.
Expand also to add Skolem functions. Apply the Ramsey property to N+ to obtain
Ψ ≥ Φ. Now in GEM(J,Ψ), with skeleton 〈āj : j ∈ J〉, we have that

{F̄ (ās̄) : s̄ ∈ QJ
r1
}

is a K-indiscernible sequence, necessarily contained in GEM(J,Ψ), and it witnesses
the (∅, I1)-shearing of the formula ϕ(x, F̄ (ās̄1), as desired. The last line of the claim
follows by the Ramsey property, because b was a K-indiscernible sequence. �

Theorem 6.14. Suppose c is a countable context and assume T is c-unsuperstable.
For every Φ ∈ Υc[T ] there is Φ∗ ≥ Φ with |τ (Φ∗)| ≤ |T | + |τΦ| + ℵ0 such that for
every Ψ ≥ Φ∗ we have GEMτ(T )(I,Ψ) is not ℵ1-saturated.

Proof. We will write I = Ic and K = Kc for the duration of the proof.8 Let
M = GEM(I,Φ), and let J ⊇ I be some ℵ0-saturated member of K.

8Informal proof summary: suppose p = {ϕn(x, c̄n) : n < ω} witnesses c-unsuperstability. At
stage n, copy the nth instance of shearing into the model GEM(J,Φn−1), over what came before.
The ‘copy’ in GEM(J,Φn) of the K-indiscernible sequence witnessing this instance of shearing
has the same type as the ‘original’, over what came before. Take a partial automorphism of the
monster model fixing the parameters so far, sending the original sequence onto the copy. Replace
p by its image under this map; note the first n− 1 formulas don’t change. Keep going.
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Let 〈In : n < ω〉, 〈s̄n : n < ω〉, 〈Bn : n < ω〉, and a partial type p over B be
given from Definition 6.2 to witness the c-unsuperstability of T . To review and fix
notation, this means we start with the data of:

(i) I0 ⊆ · · · ⊆ In · · · are an increasing sequence of finite subsets of I, with⋃
n In = I. Without loss of generality (see 5.6) I0 = ∅.

For each n, s̄n is an enumeration of In, and let us assume s̄n � s̄n+1.
(ii) B0 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Bn · · · are an increasing sequence of nonempty, possibly infinite,

sets of parameters in the monster model for T , with B :=
⋃

n Bn. For each
n, there is a formula ϕn(x̄, c̄n) witnessing that p � Bn is a type which
(In−1, In)-shears over Bn−1.

For simplicity in the present proof, without loss of generality:

• Since p is allowed to be a partial type, we may assume that:

p = {ϕn(x̄, c̄n) : 1 ≤ n < ω}.
• Moreover, since a sequence which is K-indiscernible over some C remains
K-indiscernible over C ′ ⊆ C, we may assume9: that B0 = {c̄0,� : � < lg(c̄0)}
and for each n ≥ 1, Bn = Bn−1 ∪ {c̄n,� : � < lg(c̄n)}.

• Finally, for each n, to fix notation, say the shearing of ϕn is witnessed by
bn = 〈b̄ns̄ : s̄ ∈ ω>(J [In−1])〉 in the monster model, which is K-indiscernible
over Bn−1. Note in particular that b̄ns̄n = c̄n. (We could also have asked
that c̄n−1 � c̄n.)

As our notation suggests, without loss of generality the ℵ0-saturated sequence J ⊇ I
indexing each bn is the same J mentioned in the second line of the proof. As before,
we may consider M � τ (T ) and B as subsets of the monster model, and a priori
they may have nothing to do with each other.10

By induction on n < ω we will define Φn and qn (and auxiliary objects rn, F̄rn ,
Gn), which will be objects of the following kind.
For each n ≥ 0,

(a) Φn ∈ Υc[T ], and m < n implies Φm ≤ Φn, and Φ0 = Φ
(b) |τ (Φn)| ≤ |τ (Φ0)|+ |T |.

For each n ≥ 1,

(c) qn is a partial type of GEMτ(T )(I,Φn), which (In−1, In)-shears over the
submodel GEMτ(T )(In−1,Φn−1), witnessed by the sequence

〈F̄rn(ās̄) : s̄ is from J and realizes tpqf(s̄n, s̄n−1, I) 〉,
where F̄rn is a sequence of �(b̄ns̄n)-many function symbols of τ (Φn), each of
arity �(ās̄n), where here 〈aj : j ∈ J〉 denotes the skeleton.

(d) Each qn is contained in the image of p under some partial automorphism
of C, and m < n implies qm ⊆ qn. In slight abuse of notation,

qn = Gn(Gn−1(· · ·G1( {ϕm(x̄, c̄m) : m ≤ n} ) · · · )),
where the G’s are from item (f).

9Recall notation: if lg(c̄) = k, then {c̄� : � < k} is simply the set of its elements.
10Most of the time we will work in CT , though when we are expanding before applying the

Ramsey property, it is really CTΦ
. Perhaps it is best to consider that CT denotes “CTΦ

� τ(T ).”
Note also that there is no connection asserted between the various J-indexed sequences witnessing
dividing, or between these and possible skeletons of GEM models. Moreover, the types of the
various J-indexed sequences bn could certainly be different.
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For each n ≥ 1, auxiliary objects used in the construction:

(e) rn ∈ Dqf(J).

(f) F̄rn are new function symbols of τ (Φn) with domain QJ
rn
, see (b).

(g) Gn is a partial automorphism of CT ; see (c). The domain of G1 includes
each of the shearing sequences bi for i < ω, thus it also includes the domain
B of p. The domain of Gn includes the range of Gn−1. Finally, for m < n,
Gn leaves c̄m fixed, in slight abuse of notation Gn � c̄m = Gm � c̄m.

Note that it will follow from (b) that qn shears “up to stage n” in GEM(J,Φn), it
will follow from (c) that qn extends to a partial type which continues to witness
c-unsuperstability, and as we shall verify, it will follow from both that

⋃
n qn is

a partial type of GEM(J,
⋃

n Φn), or indeed of GEM(I,
⋃

n Φn), which witnesses
c-unsuperstability, in a precise sense verified at the end of the proof. When the
skeleton is indexed by I instead of J , the shearing sequences may not be contained
in the model, but the parameters for the type are, which will be sufficient.

Stage n = 0. Let Φ0 = Φ.

Stage n = 1. Let N1 = GEM(J,Φ0) with skeleton a. The formula

(13) ϕ1(x̄, c̄1)

(∅, s̄1)-shears over B0. The shearing is witnessed by b1, and in particular, b̄1s̄1 = c̄1.

Let r1 = tpqf(s̄1, ∅, I). Let F̄r1 be a sequence of �(b̄1s̄1)-many new �(ās̄1)-ary function

symbols. Considering N1 as an elementary submodel of CTΦ
, interpret F̄r1 so that

F̄r1(ās̄) = b̄1s̄ for each s̄ ∈ QJ
r1
.

(So in particular F̄r1(ās̄1) = b̄1s̄1 = c̄1.) Let N1,1 be an elementary extension of N1

in this larger language, which is closed under the functions F̄r1 and which is then
also expanded to have Skolem functions.

Apply the Ramsey property to N1,1, a, Φ0. We obtain Φ1 ≥ Φ0, and the
functions from F̄r1 are in τ (Φ1). Because of the Skolem functions, Φ1 is nice. In
GEM(J,Φ1), the sequence

(14) 〈Fr1(ās̄) : s̄ ∈ QJ
r1
〉

need no longer be identical to b1, but because of the reflection clause in the Ram-
sey property and the fact that b1 is K-indiscernible, this new sequence is also K-
indiscernible and will have the same type as b1. Let G1 be a partial automorphism
of CT whose domain includes B, which sends

〈b̄1s̄ : s̄ ∈ QJ
r1
〉

to the sequence from (14) in the natural way, i.e.

b̄1s̄ �→ F̄
GEM(J,Φ1)
r1 (ās̄) for s̄ ∈ QJ

r1
.

In slight abuse of notation, write G1(p) for the image of the partial type p after
applying G1. Then G1(p) is a type of S(G1(B)) such that for every n > 0, we
have that G1(p) � G1(Bn) is a type which (In−1, In)-shears over G1(Bn−1), and
moreover for n = 1 this shearing is witnessed by the sequence (14) and the formula

ϕ1(x̄, G1(b̄
1
s̄1)) ≡ ϕ1(x̄, F̄r1(ās̄1)) ≡ ϕ1(x̄, G1(c̄1)).

We define
q1 = {ϕ1(x̄, G1(c̄1))}
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[i.e. the G1-image of (13)] so as s̄1 is a sequence of elements of I, by the equivalence
just given, q1 is a partial type of GEMτ(T )(I,Φ1) which (∅, I1)-shears over ∅, and
is contained in an automorphic image of p. This completes the base stage.

Stage n = k + 1. As the stage begins, we have a template Φn−1, partial auto-
morphisms G1, . . . , Gn−1, and a partial type11 qn−1 of GEMτ(T )(I,Φn−1), such
that

qn−1 ={ ϕ1(x̄, G1(c̄1)) } ∪ { ϕ2(x̄, G2(G1((c̄2))) } ∪ · · ·
· · · ∪ { ϕn−1(x̄, Gn−1(Gn−2(· · ·G1(c̄n−1))) ) }.

By inductive hypothesis,

• for each 1 ≤ j < n, qj is a partial type with parameters from the submodel
GEMτ(T )(Ij ,Φj);

• qj is a partial type which (Ij−1, Ij)-shears over GEMτ(T )(Ij−1,Φj−1),
• if we consider qj as a partial type in GEMτ(T )(J,Φj), there are a sequence

of function symbols F̄rj of τ (Φj) such that in this model,

〈F̄rj (ās̄) : s̄j−1
�s̄ ∈ QJ

rj
〉

witnesses this shearing.

To simplify notation, locally in this stage, write G to abbreviate the composition
Gn−1 ◦ Gn−2 ◦ · · · ◦ G1. Let Mn = GEM(I,Φn−1). Let Nn = GEM(J,Φn−1). As
G is a partial automorphism, ϕn(x̄, G(c̄n)) is a formula which is consistent with qk
and which (In−1, In)-shears over G(Bn−1),

12 as witnessed by G(bn). Let

rn = tpqf(s̄n, ∅, I).
Let F̄rn be a sequence of �(b̄ns̄n)-many new �(ās̄n)-ary function symbol(s). Con-
sidering Nn as an elementary submodel of CTΦ

, and recalling that s̄n−1 is the
distinguished enumeration of In−1 (and an initial segment of s̄n), interpret them as
follows. First, we consider elements coming from the skeleton of the form ās̄ where
s̄ ∈ QJ

r and s̄n−1 � s̄. In this case, interpret so that

F̄rn(ās̄) = G(b̄ns̄ ) for each s̄ ∈ QJ
rn

such that s̄n−1 � s̄.

Next, we consider elements coming from the skeleton of the form āt̄ where t̄ ∈ QJ
rn

and t̄ � �(s̄n−1) = s̄′ for some s̄′ ∈ QJ
rn−1

possibly different from s̄n−1. For each such

s̄′, fix some partial automorphism of the monster model Hs̄n−1 �→s̄′ whose domain
includes G(B) ∪Nn ∪G(bn) and which extends the automorphism of Nn induced
by sending s̄n−1 to s̄′ in the index model. Then, for this fixed s̄′, interpret Frn so
that

F̄rn(ās̄) = Hs̄n−1 �→s̄′(G(b̄ns̄ )) for each s̄ ∈ QJ
rn

with s̄′ � s̄.

Note that the reason to do the parallel expansion for all s̄′ ∈ QJ
rn

is so that the
Ramsey property will record the type of the K-indiscernible sequence correctly, over
each ās̄′ . Let Nn,1 be an elementary extension of Nn in this larger language, which

11i.e. in the slight abuse of notation from above, qk is G1({ϕ1}) ∪ G2(G1({ϕ2})) ∪ · · · ∪
Gn−1(· · ·G1({ϕn−1}) ). Or recalling item (f) of the list at the beginning of the proof, qk is just
Gn−1(Gn−2(· · · ({ϕ1, . . . , ϕn−1}) · · · )).

12Note that the set G(Bn−1) includes the domain of qk. However, the set G(Bn−1) certainly
need not include the algebraic closure of the domain of qk, such as GEM(Ik,Φk). Indiscernibility
over this possibly larger or possibly different set will be guaranteed only after we let the Ramsey
property make a better choice of K-indiscernible sequence for us.
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is closed under Frn and which is then also expanded to have Skolem functions.
Apply the Ramsey property to Nn,1, a, Φn−1. We obtain Φn ≥ Φn−1. Note that
Frn ∈ τ (Φn). Again because of the Skolem functions, we are assured Φn is nice.

Just as in the base case, in the model GEM(J,Φn), the sequence

(15) 〈Frn(ās̄) : s̄ ∈ QJ
rn
, s̄n−1 � s̄〉

need no longer be identical to the sequence

(16) 〈G(b̄ns̄ ) : tpqf(s̄, s̄n−1, J) = tpqf(s̄n, s̄n−1, I)〉

but because of the reflection clause in the Ramsey property and the fact that (16)
is K-indiscernible, this new sequence (15) is also K-indiscernible and will have the
same type as (16). [We really use the J [In−1] in the definition of bn from Definition
5.2 here: the K-indiscernible sequence we use is indiscernible over ās̄n−1

, i.e. “over
In−1”.] Let Gn be a partial automorphism of CT which is the identity on the domain
of qn−1, whose domain includes B, and which sends (16) to (15) in the natural way:

G(b̄ns̄ ) �→ Frn(ās̄).

Then qn = G(pn−1∪{ϕn}) is a partial type of GEM(I,Φn), indeed of GEM(In,Φn),
which satisfies the inductive hypothesis.

This completes the inductive step, and so the induction.

Verification. Let Ψ ≥ Ψ∗ =
⋃

n Φn and let q =
⋃

n qn. Let M = GEM(I,Ψ) and
let N = GEM(J,Ψ). Then q is a partial type of M � τ (T ). Let us show it is not
realized in M . Assume for a contradiction that it were realized, say by d̄. Then for
some k < ω, d̄ ⊆ GEM(Ik,Φk). We know that in GEM(J,Φk+1) there is a formula
of q which (Ik, Ik+1)-shears over GEM(Ik,Φk). Since the sequence d̄ cannot realize
the type in this larger model N , a fortiori it cannot realize the type in the smaller
model M . �

Remark 6.15. The proof of Theorem 6.14 builds a type p which does not have
a weak t̄∗-definition for any finite t̄∗ in I, and moreover cannot have one in any
GEM(I,Ψ) for Ψ ≥ Φ∗. The failure of ℵ1-saturation in GEMτ(T ) I,Ψ) for any
Ψ ≥ Φ∗ will always be due to this p (of course other types may be omitted as well).

Corollary 6.16 (Local unsuperstability). Let Δ be a set of formulas of T . Suppose
c is a countable context, and assume (T,Δ) is c-unsuperstable. For every Φ ∈ Υc[T ]
there is Φ∗ ≥ Φ with |τ (Φ∗)| ≤ |T | + |τΦ| + ℵ0 such that for every Ψ ≥ Φ∗ we
have GEMτ(T )(I,Ψ) is not ℵ1-saturated, in particular, it will omit a Δ-type over a
countable set.

Discussion 6.17. In 6.14 and 6.16 we make no assumptions on the size of the
language. We can require |τ (Φ∗)| ≤ |τ (Φ)|+ |T |, with no requirement on τ (Ψ).

Claim 6.18. There exists a countable context c such that if T is any theory which
is supersimple in the usual sense, then T is c-superstable, and if T ′ is any theory
which is not supersimple in the usual sense, then T is c-unsuperstable.

Proof. The existence of such a c is given by Theorem 9.8 below. �
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Discussion and examples. Several examples may shed light on the interaction
between ambient shearing and its appearance in GEM-models. We continue under
Hypothesis 6.1.

From the proofs of this section, we see:

Conclusion 6.19. In determining whether a theory T is c-superstable, for a count-
able context c, it suffices to consider m-types for some fixed m < ω, e.g. m = 1.

Proof. We have established an equivalence in terms of saturation, and for saturation
this is true. �

Example 6.20. It may be the case that for every nonalgebraic formula ϕ(x, c) of
some GEMτ(T )(I,Φ), if we write ϕ as ϕ(x, σ̄(āt̄)) for some sequence σ̄ of τ (Φ)-terms
and āt̄ of the appropriate length, then

{ϕ(x, σ̄(ās̄)) : tpqf(s̄, ∅, J) = tpqf(t̄, ∅, I)}
is consistent in GEM(J,Φ) for every J ⊇ I, even though some of these formulas
divide, thus shear.

Proof. Let T be the theory of an equivalence relation with infinitely many infinite
classes. By quantifier elimination it suffices to consider ϕ(x, c) = E(x, c). Suppose
we have set up the GEM-model M so that the skeleton a is an infinite sequence
within a single class, with Skolem functions 〈Fn : n < ω〉 interpreted so that FM

n

copies a over to the n-th class. Then ϕ clearly divides (so a fortiori shears), and
even does so along an indiscernible sequence in GEMτ(T )(I,Φ). Still, the set of
formulas in the statement will remain consistent since, in M , no two s, t which
share a quantifier-free type satisfy ¬E(as, at). However, the proof of Theorem 6.14
shows that we may find Ψ ≥ Φ in which an analogous instance of dividing does
occur “along the skeleton”. Informally, first choose an elementary extension of M in
which there are many nonstandard classes, interpret a new function symbol G which
maps each at from a to an element in a distinct nonstandard E-class, and apply the
Ramsey property to obtain Ψ. Then letting t be any nonalgebraic element of any ℵ0-
saturated J ⊇ I and ϕ(x, c) be any formula of GEMτ(T )(I,Φ) such that c = G(at)
for some t ∈ I, the sequence 〈G(as) : tpqf(s, ∅, J) = tpqf(t, ∅, I) will be in distinct
E-equivalence classes, and so will witness the dividing of ϕ(x, c) = E(x, c). �

This example may be easily modified with finitely many equivalence relations
to produce examples where the given GEM-model does or does not “witness” the
natural “superstability rank” (for dividing or shearing), and even more, showing
the importance of the template Ψ in “witnessing” shearing:

Example 6.21. Let c be a countable context, so I = Ic. It may be the case
that for every nonalgebraic formula ϕ(x, c) of some GEMτ(T )(I,Φ), if we write ϕ
as ϕ(x, σ̄(āt̄)) for some sequence σ̄ of τ (Φ)-terms and āt̄ of the appropriate length,
then

{ϕ(x, σ̄(ās̄)) : tpqf(s̄, ∅, J) = tpqf(t̄, ∅, I)}
is consistent in GEM(J,Φ) for every J ⊇ I, even though T is not superstable for
the context c.

Proof. Let T be the theory of infinitely many equivalence relations, {Ei : i < ω},
where each Ei has infinitely many infinite classes and for each i < ω, each Ei+1-class
is the union of infinitely many Ei-classes. This theory is stable but not superstable.
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The previous example extends naturally to this case, provided we have set up the
GEM-model M so that the skeleton a is an infinite sequence within a single class
for each Ei, with Skolem functions 〈Fn,i : n < ω〉 interpreted so that FM

n,i copies a
over to the n-th class of the i-th equivalence relation. �

7. The separation theorem

Theorem 7.1 (Separation theorem). Let T0, T1 be any two theories, without loss of
generality in disjoint signatures, and of any size. Suppose there exists a countable
context c such that T0 is c-superstable and T1 is c-unsuperstable. Then for any
Φ ∈ Υc, for arbitrarily large μ, there exists Ψ ≥ Φ with Ψ ∈ Υc[T0] ∩ Υc[T1] such
that writing M = GEM(I,Ψ), we have that M � τ (T0) is μ-saturated but M � τ (T1)
is not ℵ1-saturated.

Proof. Let κ be any infinite cardinal. Let Φ ∈ Υc be given. By applying Obser-
vation 6.8 twice, if necessary, we may assume Φ ∈ Υc[T0] ∩ Υc[T1]. By Theorem
6.14, we may find Φ1 ≥ Φ such that GEMτ(T1)(I,Φ

′) will not be ℵ1-saturated for
any Φ′ ≥ Φ1. Next, choose μ and λ so that μ ≥ κ and μ, λ satisfy the hypothe-
ses of Claim 6.11. Apply Claim 6.11 to find Φ2 ≥ Φ1 so that GEMτ(T0)(I,Φ2) is
μ-saturated. Then Ψ = Φ2 is as desired. �
Corollary 7.2. Let c = (I,K) be a countable context. If T0 is superstable for c and
T1 is not superstable for c, for every theory T∗ interpreting both of them (without
loss of generality in disjoint signatures), and for arbitrarily large μ, there is a model
M∗ |= T∗ such that M∗ � τ (T0) is μ-saturated but M∗ � τ (T1) is not ℵ1-saturated.

Note that one genre of corollary of the Separation Theorem is to point out various
constraints on models arising as GEM models.

Conclusion 7.3. If c is a countable context and T is c-unsuperstable, then for some
Φ, for every Ψ ≥ Φ, no GEM model GEM(Ic,Ψ) |= T is ℵ1-saturated, already when
restricted to τ (T ).

8. Consequences for �∗

In this section we apply 7.2 to obtain a series of results about the structure of
the interpretability order �∗

1. The setup suggests a method for obtaining various
further results. We emphasize that all results are in ZFC.

Convention 8.1. All theories in this section are complete.

Recall that �∗
1 means (for readers used to all three subscripts): �∗

λ,χ,κ, i.e. for

all sufficiently large λ, for χ = |T0| + |T1|, for κ = 1 (so “for every 1-saturated
model” abbreviates “for every model”). For a complete definition and motivation,
see sections 1-2 of [11].

First we recall a fact which spells out the sense in which �∗
1 naturally refines

Keisler’s order �. In the context of Keisler’s order, writing �λ means that we
restrict to regular ultrafilters on λ.

Fact 8.2 ([11, Corollary 2.11]). If for arbitrarily large λ we have T0 �λ T1 in
Keisler’s order, then ¬(T1 �∗

1 T0).

Claim 8.3. Let T0, T1 be complete countable theories and let c be a countable
context. Suppose T0 is c-superstable and T1 is c-unsuperstable for c. Then

¬(T1 �∗
1 T0).
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Proof. This just applies Corollary 7.2 to the definition of �∗
1. �

Corollary 8.4. Let T0, T1 be complete countable theories.. Suppose T0 is super-
simple and T1 is not supersimple. Then

¬(T1 �∗
1 T0).

Proof. Claim 8.3 and Claim 6.18. �

For the next few results, Keisler’s order is invoked in the proofs so we restrict to
countable theories (for which Keisler’s order is defined).

Lemma 8.5. Let Ti be superstable with the fcp and let Tj be strictly stable nfcp.
Then Ti, Tj are �∗

1-incomparable.

Proof. Tj �λ Ti for arbitrarily large λ in Keisler’s order, so by 8.2 ¬(Ti �∗
1 Tj).

For the other direction, let c be from 6.18. Then Ti is c-superstable and Tj is
c-unsuperstable, so by 8.3, ¬(Tj �∗

1 Ti). �

Conclusion 8.6. The interpretability order �∗
1 is not linear even on the stable the-

ories.

Theorem 8.7. Let Ti, Tj be complete countable theories. Suppose Ti is strictly
stable. Suppose Tj is supersimple unstable. Then Ti and Tj are �∗

1-incomparable.

Proof. We know Ti λ Tj in Keisler’s order for arbitrarily large λ, so ¬(Tj �∗
1 Ti).

For the other direction, let c be from 6.18. Ti is not c-superstable, because it
is strictly stable, but Tj is c-superstable, because it is supersimple. So by 8.3,
¬(Tj �∗

1 Ti). �

Theorem 8.7 has various immediate, but perhaps more quotable, corollaries.
Recall from [11] that Trg (theory of the random graph) is �∗

1-minimum among
unstable theories.

Conclusion 8.8. It is not the case that all stable theories are below all unstable
theories in �∗

1.

Corollary 8.9. Let T be countable and strictly stable. Then T and Trg are �∗
1-

incomparable.

Corollary 8.10. Let T be Hrushovski’s strictly stable ℵ0-categorical pseudoplane.
Then T and Trg are �∗

1-incomparable.

Conclusion 8.11. The order �∗
1 is not linear even on the countable ℵ0-categorical

theories. Moreover, it is not linear even on countable ℵ0-categorical graphs.

Discussion 8.12. Of course, a priori we do not know that ¬(T �∗
1 T ′), or even

just �, means that there is a way to see the difference via superstability for some
context. One could naturally define a new triangle ordering saying that T1 below
T2 means that if T2 is c-superstable for some countable context c then so is T1.

9. Simple and supersimple

In this section we characterize the pairs (T,Δ) which are c-superstable for some
countable context c.
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Discussion 9.1. In [11, Lemma 7.10], we proved that for any simple theory T with
κ(T ) ≤ κ, for arbitrarily large μ, for a certain context (which took as a parameter κ),
for every Φ, there was Ψ ≥ Φ such that M = GEMτ(T )(I,Ψ) is μ-saturated. Notice
that this does not contradict the results of §6, since that section used countability
of the context in an essential way (informally, this is the case “κ(T ) = ℵ0”). Some
further remarks in this line are given in §10.

We will use the following index model class, which is Ramsey [11, Fact 3.20].
Note that we demand Kc have a linear order.

Definition 9.2.

(1) Ktr
κ is the class of trees with κ levels and lexicographic order which are

normal, meaning that a member η at a limit level is determined by

{ν : ν � η}.
(So the tree has the function ∩(η, ν) = min{ρ : ρ � ν, ρ � η}.)

(2) We call I ∈ Ktr
κ standard when the ith level, P I

i , of I consists of sequences
of length i and n ∈ Pi, j < i, η � j ∈ Pj and η � j �I η, so every
I ∈ Ktr is isomorphic to a standard one (this is justified by the assumption
of normality).

Fact 9.3 ([11, 7.12, update]). Let I ∈ Ktr
κ be standard with universe ω>{0}.

Suppose Δ is a set of formulas of T such that every Δ-type in every model of T
does not fork over some finite set. Then for every Φ ∈ Υ, there is Ψ ∈ Υ with
Φ ≤ Ψ such that M = GEMτ(T )(I,Ψ) is μ-saturated for Δ-types.

We will need the following local update of [11, Lemma 7.12].

Definition 9.4. Recall that κloc(T ) = ℵ0 means that for every formula ϕ, every
ϕ-type does not fork over a finite set, while κ(ϕ, T ) = ℵ0 means that every ϕ-type
does not fork over a finite set.

Lemma 9.5. Let T be any complete theory and let ϕ be a formula of T which
is simple and κ(ϕ, T ) = ℵ0. Then (T, {ϕ,¬ϕ}) is c-superstable for the countable
context (ω>{0},Ktr

κ ).

Proof. Let T , ϕ be given and let Δ = {ϕ,¬ϕ}. Let c = (I,K) where K = Ktr
κ and I

is standard with universe ω>{0}, so is a single branch. Suppose for a contradiction
that (T,Δ) is not c-superstable. Then Fact 9.3 gives us a Φ∗ such that for every
Ψ ≥ Φ∗, GEMτ(T )(I,Ψ) omits some ϕ-type over a countable set. For Ψ ≥ Φ∗ given
by Fact 9.3, we get a contradiction. �
Theorem 9.6. Let T be first order complete and ϕ a formula of T . Then the
following are equivalent:

(a) ϕ is simple and κ(ϕ, T ) = ℵ0.
(b) c-supersimple where Kc = Ktr

κ and Ic = ω>{0}.
(c) For some countable context c, (T, {ϕ,¬ϕ}) is c-superstable.

Proof of Theorem 9.6.
(a) implies (b): apply Lemma 9.5.
(b) implies (c): immediate.
(c) implies (a): we prove the contrapositive. If ϕ is not simple or κ(ϕ, T ) > ℵ0,

this amounts to saying that (T,Δ) is not superstable for Δ = {ϕ,¬ϕ} so we may
apply 6.7. �
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Corollary 9.7. Let T be first order complete. Then the following are equivalent:

(a) T is simple and κloc(T ) = ℵ0.
(b) For some countable context c, for every ϕ, (T, {ϕ,¬ϕ}) is c-superstable.

Theorem 9.8. Suppose that T is a complete first order theory. Then the following
are equivalent:

(a) T is supersimple, i.e. every p ∈ S(M) does not fork over a finite set for
M ∈ ModT .

(b) T is c-supersimple where Kc = Ktr
κ and Ic = ω>{0}.

(c) There is some countable context c for which T is c-supersimple.

Proof.
(a) implies (b): Assume T is supersimple and let c = (ω>{0},Ktr

κ ). Assume for
a contradiction that T were not c-superstable. By the Separation Theorem, there
would be a template Φ such that for every Ψ ≥ Ψ, GEM(I,Ψ) is not ℵ1-saturated.
This contradicts Fact 9.3.

(b) implies (c): immediate.
(c) implies (a): for the contrapositive, assume T is not supersimple. Then by

Claim 6.7, T is not c-superstable for any countable context c. �

We end this section with a motivating example for the work above and for [12].
Reminder: all contexts are countable. Fix for awhile c = (I,K) = (Ic,Kc) some
countable context and we shall investigate how c-dividing may arise for Trg inside a
GEM-model.13 Consider M = GEM(I,Φ), where Φ ∈ Υ[Trg] thus (M,RM ) |= Trg,
and let p ∈ S(M � τ (Trg)) be a nonalgebraic type. Fix J such that I ⊆ J ∈ K and
J is ℵ0-saturated. Let N = GEM(J,Φ). By our assumption that all contexts are
nice, see 2.7, M 	 N , so we will identify the sequence 〈āt : t ∈ I〉 which generates
M with a subsequence of 〈āt : t ∈ J〉.

By quantifier elimination, p is equivalent to {R(x, bα)
iα ∧ x �= bα : α < κ}

for some κ, where each iα ∈ {0, 1}. As M is generated by {āt : t ∈ I}, each bα
may be written as σM

α (āt̄α) for some τ (Φ)-term σα and some t̄α ∈ inc(I). This
representation may, of course, not be unique. Since we are ultimately looking for
a criterion that will prevent c-dividing, there is a priori no harm in choosing our
enumeration to include all such representations. That is, without loss of generality,
for some κ = κ+ |τ (Φ)|,
(17) p(x) ≡ {R(x, σM

α (āt̄α))
iα ∧ x �= σM

α (āt̄α) : α < κ},
where for each α < κ and t̄ ∈ ω>I if σM (āt̄) = σM

α (āt̄α), then

(18) for some β < κ, σβ = σ and t̄β = t̄.

Why? This simply says we may choose to include all ways of generating the men-
tioned elements from the skeleton. Note this may increase the length of the enu-
meration, but will not change the size of the type in τ (Trg). [From the point of view
of M � τ (Trg), it may appear that we have repeated various formulas of the form
R(x, bα)

iα ∧ x �= bα many times, because we have listed an instance for each way
of writing bα in M in terms of the skeleton; whereas from the point of view of our
enumeration which has access to τ (Φ), for each bα there are potentially |I|+ |τ (Φ)|
such representations.]

13This is similar to [11, Claim 5.10], though slightly more general.
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Recalling our fixed ℵ0-saturated J extending I and its associatedN = GEM(J,Φ),
we ask about potential c-dividing. Working in N , consider the set of formulas

q(x) = qI0(x) ={R(x, σN
α (āū))

iα ∧ x �= σM
α (āū) : α < κ,

tpqf(ū, I0, J) = tpqf(t̄α, I0, I)}.
To show q(x) is consistent, it would suffice to check that whenever

(19) R(x, σN
α (āv̄))

iα ∈ q and R(x, σN
β (āw̄))

iβ ∈ q,

we have that if σN
α (āv̄) = σN

β (āw̄) then iα = iβ . Suppose this fails. That is, suppose
for some suitable α, β, v̄∗, w̄∗ which we fix for awhile, q contains the contradictory
formulas

(20) R(x, σN
α (āv̄∗)) and ¬R(x, σN

β (āw̄∗)).

In other words,

(21) σN
α (āv̄∗) = σN

β (āw̄∗) = b but iα �= iβ (here w.l.o.g. iα = 1, iβ = 0).

We may visualize what has happened as follows. In N , there is a “positive line”
consisting of the elements

Pos = {σN
α (āv̄) : tpqf(v̄, I0, J) = tpqf(t̄α, I0, I)} ⊆ Dom(N)

and a “negative line” consisting of the elements

Neg = {σN
β (āw̄) : tpqf(w̄, I0, J) = tpqf(t̄β , I0, I)} ⊆ Dom(N)

and we have that

(22) Pos∩Neg �= ∅, witnessed by b = σN
α (āv̄∗) = σN

β (āw̄∗).

However, it is also important to notice that both “lines” have “points from I”, and
that these are not the point(s) of intersection14:

(23) σN
α (āt̄α) �= σN

β (āt̄β ),

else our original p would be inconsistent. (So both Pos and Neg have size ≥ 2.)
To see the key property of c hidden in this picture, let us pull back the picture

from N to a picture on I. Definition 9.9 may be suggested by two observations.
First, writing rα = tpqf(t̄α, I0, I), we have that “σN

α (āv̄) = σN
α (āū)” is an equiva-

lence relation on QJ
rα

(asserting that v̄, ū are equivalent), and similarly for σN
β and

rβ. Second, the fact that t̄α and t̄β may have different types is a red herring (as
will be explained). The third formula, F , will give the analogue of (21) “points of
intersection.”

Definition 9.9. The context c = (I,K) has c has property � when:

For every finite I0 ⊆ I there is a finite I1 with I0 ⊆ I1 ⊆ I, letting
s̄, t̄ list I0, I1 respectively, such that for any ℵ0-saturated J ⊇ I
there exist quantifier-free (possibly infinitary) formulas of τ (K)
called F (x̄1, x̄2; ȳ), E1(x̄1, x̄2; ȳ), E2(x̄1, x̄2; ȳ), such that �(x̄1) =
�(x̄2) = lg(t̄), lg(ȳ) = lg(s̄), and:
(i) for i = 1, 2 Ei(x̄1, x̄2; s̄) defines an equivalence relation on

Ys̄ = {t̄′ ∈ lg(t̄)J : tpqf(t̄
′, s̄, J) = tpqf(t̄, s̄, J)}.

14If p is a complete type in M , then we will have the stronger statement that “the restrictions of
Pos and Neg to I have no intersection,” i.e. {σN

α (āv̄) : tpqf(v̄, I0, I) = tpqf(t̄α, I0, I)}∩{σN
β (āw̄) :

tpqf (w̄, I0, I) = tpqf (t̄β , I0, I)} = ∅, but we do not need this here.
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(ii) F (x̄1, x̄2; ȳ) defines a nonempty one to one partial function
from Ys̄/E1(−,−; s̄) to Ys̄/E2(−,−; s̄), and

(iii) F has no fixed points, in other words for no t̄ ∈ Ys̄ is it the
case that F (t̄, t̄; s̄).

In a manuscript in preparation, we use property � to characterize countable
contexts for which the random graph is c-unsuperstable [12].

10. Further remarks and open questions

As noted above, the results in the present paper dealing with countable contexts
may be seen as the case of “κ = ℵ0.” In this section we record the natural extensions
of the definitions and theorems to the case of arbitrary κ without proofs, noting
the main work of the proofs is already done in the case κ = ℵ0 (so even though we
plan to give some details in future work, it is worth stating these versions here for
the interested reader). Complementary to the above comments:

Discussion 10.1. Beginning with §6, we use repeatedly that I is a countable
context. “Countably generated” is likely enough, but one would have to check
carefully.

Definition 10.2.

(1) We say c = (I,K) is a κ-context when it is a context and in addition if κ
is regular, I is generated by κ elements but not by < κ elements.

(2) We say (Ī , t) κ-represents I ∈ K when Ī = 〈Iζ : ζ < κ〉 is increasing,
t = {t̄ζ : ζ < κ〉, t̄ζ ⊆ Iζ is finite, Iζ = clI(t̄ζ),

⋃
ζ Iζ = I.

(3) I ∈ K has a κ-representation iff (I,K) is a κ-context for K as usual.

Definition 10.3. Let c = (I,K) be a κ-context, (Ī, t) a κ-representation. We
say a complete first-order theory T is c-superstable when there is no 	-increasing
〈Mζ : ζ ≤ κ〉 sequence of models of T and p ∈ S(

⋃
ζ<κ Mζ) such that p � (Mζ+1)

c-shears over Mζ .

Extension 10.4. Let c be a κ-context, c = (I,K), T first order complete, and
λ > κ. T is c-superstable iff for a dense set of Φ ∈ ΥK[T ], GEMτ(T )(I,Φ) is
λ-saturated.

Extension 10.5. Let T be complete, κ regular. The following are equivalent:

(1) T is simple, κ(T ) ≤ κ.
(2) For some κ-context c, T is c-superstable.

Some questions. Next we turn to some natural questions.

Question 10.6. Recalling 5.16, shearing is strictly weaker than dividing, therefore
(non-)shearing cannot satisfy all the usual properties of independence relations in
simple theories. Which such properties hold for shearing, and which fail? Does this
depend on the context?

Question 10.7. Does the analogue of “forking = dividing” hold for shearing in
simple theories?

For the next question, note that we may characterize the class of theories T such
that “for any countable context c, T is c-superstable if and only if the random
graph is c-superstable” indirectly by property �. Namely, this is the class of T
which are c-superstable for a countable context c if and only if ¬�c.
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Question 10.8. Consider the class of theories T such that “for any countable
context c, T is c-superstable if and only if the random graph is c-superstable”.
Give an internal model-theoretic characterization of this class.

Question 10.9. We may define an ordering on theories: T1 ≤ T2 if for every
countable context c, if T2 is c-superstable then T1 is c-superstable. What is the
structure of this ordering?

Question 10.9 requires both understanding theories and building contexts. The
results of the present paper give some partial information:

Lemma 10.10. In the ordering of 10.9,

• The superstable theories are minimal, since every type in a superstable the-
ory is definable (thus weakly definable) over a finite set, so it follows that
such theories are c-superstable for every countable context c.

• The random graph is minimal among the unstable theories. (If T has the
independence property, it will be susceptible to �, and if T is not simple,
see next item.)

• The non-supersimple theories are precisely those which are not c-superstable
for any countable context c, see Theorem 9.8.

Question 10.11. Is there a maximal class among the supersimple theories?

One could eventually consider the analogue of 10.9 for contexts which are not
necessarily countable, but for this it would make sense to first extend the results of
this paper along the lines of §10 above.
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